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W

hen I first came to Shanghai, I had no idea what to expect. My experience has been filled with plenty of highs and certainly a few lows,
but coming to Urban Family has definitely been one of the highs. It
plugged me in to a city I knew nothing about, allowing me to try new things, eat
at new places and meet some pretty fantastic people.
Although my time in Shanghai is coming to an end, I want to thank my
colleagues, friends and all the fabulous families I’ve met along the way for
making the last two years so memorable. If there is one thing I’ve learned since
being here, it’s that you should take advantage of every opportunity this crazy
city throws your way.
For my last issue, I decided to go with a cover story that is an important topic for
parents to consider when it comes to your kids’ education: 21st Century Skills.
No matter where you live in the world, companies are changing their priorities
in who they hire, and schools should also change how they teach to prepare
students for real-life scenarios. This skillset is key in today’s education
environment as students face new challenges after graduation.
In the Life & Wellbeing section, we feature every mom’s favorite community
group, Shanghai Mamas, and find out what makes this organization unique
(pg14). We also take a look at this season’s hottest sneakers for kids (pg12).
In Learning, we feature some of Shanghai’s most talented students in
technology and learn what they love about the field (pg24) – we were seriously
impressed with their knowledge.

WIN WIN WIN
Every week we are giving
away prizes and tickets to
some of the best events and
venues around town. To keep
in the loop, scan our QR code
for Urban Family Shanghai or
sign up to our newsletter at
www.urban-family.com/
shanghai.

We also feature DreamWeaver’s most recent production School of Rock, which
has a cast almost entirely made of students (pg42).
So, I’m off, and I wish everyone the best of what a Shanghai spring has to offer.
Zaijian!
Alyssa Marie Wieting
Editor-in-Chief

www.urban-family.com
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You Can Now Get Fined for Not
Wearing a Seat Belt in Shanghai
Thanks to new city traffic laws, not buckling up could set you back with a fine of RMB50. The
new regulations also require passengers under the age of 4 to be strapped up in safety seats.
Other additional laws were also introduced; driving while making or receiving calls, or browsing
any digital devices can get you a RMB200 fine and two demerits on your driving license, while
changing more than two lanes at a time can also get you a RMB200 fine.

HAO BU HAO

The number
of new
communitybased childcare
centers set to
open in Shanghai by
the end of November. The centers will be
built to meet strict standards, on the
ground floor away from polluted, noisy
or crowded areas and will be equipped
with a sleeping room, entertainment
room, living room, bathroom and
kitchen. They must also have UV
disinfection, monitor cameras in and
outside, and are required to conduct
routine fire, safety and health checks.
Currently only one in five of Shanghai’s
estimated 100,000 children at the ages
of 2 and 3 have access to professional
childcare facilities.

Bu
Hao

Hao
Since March 1, 2017, smoking in public places in Shanghai is
officially illegal. The citywide ban carries a fine of RMB50200 for individuals or RMB30,000 for organizations that
fail to enforce the ban. Public places include all non-private
indoor spaces and work areas, as well as some outdoor areas,
such as art performance and sporting venues, open areas at
maternity and infant hospitals, kindergartens and bus stops.

4
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Popular French
bakery Farine has
temporarily closed
all of its Shanghai
stores following a
CFDA (China Food &
Drink Administration) investigation over serious food safety allegations
of expired flour usage brought to light by an individual claiming to be a
Farine employee. In a statement released to the public, Farine has
confirmed that they are cooperating with the authorities to resolve the
matter.

There are real masters of
picture books abroad, but at
home, we haven’t invested
as much
A Shenzhen mother replies to Beijings’ quota on foreign
children’s picture books published in mainland China.

www.urban-family.com
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Our Favorite Things
The Calvanese-Cosimato Family
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

A

lessandra and Emiliano moved with their two
daughters Gaia (10) and Sofia (5) to Shanghai almost
three years ago and have been in love with the city ever
since. Originally from Italy, this adventurous family is not afraid
to try anything new. Here they tell us about their favorite hidden
gems around the city.

6
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Things to do in the springtime

Our Favorite

...

The trouble with this time of year is the
pollution and sometimes it can be a bit
frustrating as a family when you just want to
enjoy a sunny spring day. But on those nice
days, there are a couple of places that we
enjoy. We go to the Xuhui Riverside Public
Open Space where they have a huge rockclimbing wall for kids; it’s a really beautiful
place to go for a walk. Once it really gets warm
enough and the air quality is good, we like to
take the kids swimming at Shimao Riviera
Garden in Pudong. There is both a large
swimming pool and a really shallow pool for
kids.

Places for culture

There are so many things in Shanghai and
every time there is a nice exhibition we try to
go, such as the National Geographic show at
the observation deck of the World Financial
Center. The Tim Burton exhibit last year was
great as well, especially for the kids because it
was so interactive. Also, we love live music,
especially jazz: we go to places like Heyday
and JZ Club a lot.

Spot for the kids
Places to eat as a family

We actually don’t eat so much Italian
outside the house because we cook
a lot, but when we do, we always go
to Mammamia because it is a great
place for pizza and we like its relaxing
environment. If we go local, the best
place to get xiaolongbao is in Jing’an
called Fu Chun Xiao Long, although it
can be challenging to order in Chinese.
For French food, we really like Epices &
Foie Gras because they have an amazing
brunch and a little garden that is great
for kids to play in, and the food is simply
fantastic. The kids love trying new things,
so it’s fun for our family.

Spots for date night

Wow, the list is long. We have decided that
Saturday is for the two of us, so every
weekend we get to go out and try new
restaurants and bars. We really love the
bar Speak Low because the bartenders
there are excellent and make great drinks.
We also really like Pocho Social Club and
Funky Monkey Bar because the owners
are so friendly and will often drink with
you. It reminds us of the bars that we
have in Italy, where it is easy to meet new
people and the environment is very open.
For food, we usually try to switch it up
every time we go out, but Bella Napoli
was so good that we’ve eaten there
multiple times.

We really love Zotter Chocolate Theatre where
you can go on a tour and see how they make
the chocolate from Switzerland. Kids and
families can enjoy a journey through the
factory. Last time we went, Sofia accidentally
pushed a button and the chocolate fountain
spilled all over her! But it’s the perfect place to
have fun with the kids.

Place to travel outside of China

Okinawa. It was fantastic and is the best place
to go with the whole family, plus it is only
a two-hour flight away from Shanghai. The
temperature is always nice and the beach is
excellent. There is so much to do there, such
as visiting the aquarium, which is the one of
the largest in Asia. It’s also really interesting
because there’s a mix of American and
Japanese culture because of the US military
base there. It is the Japanese version of Hawaii
– a combination of great food and surf.
> Mammamia, 2F, 1333 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by
Changshu Lu 淮海中路1333好2楼, 近常熟路 (5081
9066)
> Fu Chun Xiao Long, 650 Yuyuan Lu, (6252 5117)
> Epices & Foie Gras, Room 5, Bldg A1, 309 Hankou
Lu, by Shandong Lu 汉口路309号1号楼5室, 近山东
路 (5169 0989)
> Speak Low, 2/F & 3/F, 579 Fuxing Zhong Lu, by
Ruijin Er Lu 复兴中路579号2-3楼, 近瑞金二路
(6416 0133)
> Pocho Social Club, 376 Jianguo Xi Lu, by Taiyuan Lu
建国西路376号, 近太原路 (5419 8727)
> Funky Monkey Bar, 588 Hefei Lu, by Chongqing
Nan Lu 合肥路588号, 近重庆南路 (6340 0119)

> Bella Napoli(Changle Lu), Lane 946, No. 4 Changle
Lu, by Wulumuqi Bei Lu 长乐路946弄4号, 近乌鲁
木齐北路
> Shimao Riviera Garden, 1-2 Weifang Xi Lu, by
Pucheng Lu 潍坊西路1-2号, 近浦城路 (6888 8108)
> Heyday, 50 Tai’an Lu, by Xingguo Lu 泰安路50号,
近兴国路 (6236 6075)
> JZ Club, 158 Julu Lu, by Ruijin Yi Lu 巨鹿路158号,
近瑞金一路 (6431 0269)
> Zotter Chocolate Theatre, Shanghai International
Fashion Center Bldg 9, 2866 Yangshupu Lu, by
Neijiang Lu 杨树浦路2866号9号楼, 近内江路
(6016 1633)

www.urban-family.com
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Ivy League Camps
Returns to Shanghai
Top Camp at Wellington College International Shanghai

W

hat do you get when you mix
fun, innovation and discovery
in a unique summer program
led by counselors from top universities in
the US? A tremendous summer
experience unmatched in Shanghai.
This summer Ivy League Camps will
return to China in exclusive partnership
with Wellington College International
Shanghai and Talent Academy, one of
China’s leading providers of extracurricular programs in art, drama, dance
and sports.
Founded in 2010, Ivy League Camps is an
innovative summer program designed to
stimulate creativity, enhance curiosity,
build independence, strengthen
communication skills and develop
character. Children take part in a
combination of engaging learning tracks
and fun activities led by foreign teachers
who are graduates of the world’s top
universities such as Princeton, Harvard,
Yale and other Ivy League schools.
The Ivy League Camps’ Shanghai program
will again be on the Wellington College
International Shanghai campus, along the
Huangpu River in Pudong, just a
10-minute drive over the LuPu Bridge
from Xintiandi. The Wellington College
International Shanghai campus, likely the
top school facility in Shanghai, features
extensive sports grounds, a world class
swimming center with heated pools,
numerous creativity labs, maker spaces
and art workshops, and a 500-seat theatre
for campus productions.

8
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Discovery Program

This year Ivy League Camps will again offer its
award- winning Discovery Program, designed
for children 5-13 years old and focusing on
interactive teamwork, learning and fun.
In each camp session of two weeks, children
choose one of five Discovery Tracks. This
year’s Discovery Tracks include:

• The Magic of Performance-- Through

acting, dance, song and magic, children travel
the world of performance and learn the crowd
dazzling skills of professional impresarios.
The focus of this track is on confidence,
communication and creativity through fun
and expression.

• The Mysteries of Science-- Robotics,

rockets, natural science, and sustainability are
the core focus areas, which children explore
through interactive projects and experiments.
This enhances curiosity and gives campers a
live sense of discovery.

• International Sports Bonanza-- From the
more familiar swimming, basketball and
archery to the less familiar games of Africa,
South America and Central Europe, children
get the chance to learn a broad variety of
sports of different countries and perfect their
balance, agility and coordination.

• The Amazing World of Artistic

Expression-- From sculpture to oil painting
to wearable design, experienced teachers lead
children in projects to stimulate their
imagination and explore the world of free
creativity.

• Ivy League English-- Jointly taught by

Wellington International College Shanghai
instructors and Ivy League counselors, this
track amplifies children’s English language
abilities through fun, interactive games and
exercises.
Each child is part of a close-knit “Dragon Pod”
of 5 children in the same track and of similar
age and English ability, led by a well-trained
counselor for close supervision and
encouragement.
In addition to the Discovery Tracks, in the
afternoons children have fun in a wide range
of activities they can choose from together
with their “pod-mates” including swimming,
scavenger hunts, relay races and all sorts of
sports and arts & crafts.
In order to maintain focus on the
development of each child and maintain high
quality, participation at Ivy League Camps is
capped each year at a limited number of
campers. Application opened this month and
will close once the camp reaches its capacity.
Camp sessions run weekdays
9:00am-3:35pm.

• Session 1: July 3 - 14
• Session 2: July 17 - 28
• Session 3: July 31 - August 11

For additional information about Ivy
League Camps, please visit www.
ivyleaguecamps.cn, scan this QR code,
or call Ivy League Camps' Shanghai
hotline: 400 655 9500.

N

ew to Shanghai? Living here
can be very challenging for
plenty of newcomers, as the
environment and healthcare system
is totally different from your home
country. The following tips will help
you cope with the change.

Water

Tap water is not drinkable before it’s
filtered. As tap water here is not
fluorinated, toothpaste with fluoride is
encouraged by dentists. Extra fluoride
solution can be applied during dental
visits for children if necessary.

Food Safety

Expat 101
Tips for Newcomers
By Dr. Jack Chen, Eur Am International
Medical Center, Guangzhou

1. For sanitizing salad and raw vegetables,
dilute bleach in water, wash produce for
30 seconds and rinse off with lots of clean
water.
2. When reheating processed food in a
microwave, use a food thermometer to
make sure temperature reaches 165
degrees fahrenheit. This is the safe
minimum cooking temperature for most
food items.

3. Egg are not routinely pasteurized, so
take caution.

Air

Air quality is relatively better than
northern cities like Beijing. However, it can
be very bad on some days. A website that is
recommended and used by many is www.
stateair.net, for real-time AQI (Air Quality
Index) information. Anything above an
AQI of 100 is considered unhealthy for
people with respiratory problems, and an
AQI of 150 is unhealthy for all. If above
300, it is hazardous and the outdoors
should be avoided.

Health Care

In case of real emergencies like heart
attack or major trauma, call 120. Local
public ER rooms have cardiologists,
surgeons and related facilities. The
population in major cities has increased
significantly, so it’s not a surprise to see
local hospitals always crowded. There are
plenty of private international clinics so
make sure to do some research to find
what's in your area.
Dr. Jack Chen is a general practitioner and the medical
director at Eur Am International Medical Center, Guangzhou.

www.urban-family.com
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Working Moms

in Shanghai

Tess Robinson On Finding a Balance That
Works Well for You
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

T

ess Robinson is the founder
and managing partner of
TEAM Education Consulting
Company, as well as a wife and
mother of three boys (ages 16,18 and
20). While she has worked in roles
such as the marketing director or
general manager in big name firms
over the years, her time in Shanghai
has been transformative not just for
her family, but for her career as well.
Here she tells us about her
experience.

What was your move to Shanghai
like?
Twelve years ago, my husband asked me to
come on a yearlong adventure with him to
China. We packed up our belongings and
moved with our children. For a variety of
reasons, that one year has turned into 12. I
have fallen in love with China and its
possibilities and opportunities. I appreciate
the fact that I can still learn something new
every day… It’s not always something that I
like, but it is new and that has made me more
elastic, energized and open to change than I
ever could have been back ‘home.’

Tell me about your company.

We are a team of 10 people who educate,
support and guide students and their
families expertly through the education

process for the purpose of helping them
make informed decisions for themselves.
This involves academic support, study skills
development, parent education, school
selection and admissions for boarding school
and university. We all love what we do and
work really hard to support kids in feeling
good about whoever they are and learning to
be their best people they can be.

Don’t be apologetic
about having to help
your husband or do
things for or with your
children
What has been the biggest
difference between working in
Shanghai and working in your
home country?

It is harder to work here, because people in
Shanghai work all day, every day, so my
clients are often more stressed as a result.
Combine that with the fact that so much has
changed since our students’ parents were in
college and the general competitiveness of
college admissions, it makes for a potentially
stressful time.

How has your family supported
you in your career?

Well, I suppose my elder boys supported me
by listening to me and getting themselves
accepted into great colleges! My family has
also opened our home to students and their
parents. This creates a warm and wonderful
place to welcome clients, and gives me the
opportunity to easily participate in our home
life. As a result, I can provide both better
service and be a more present wife and
mother simultaneously.

What advice would you give to
other working moms?

Don’t be apologetic about having to help
your husband or do things for or with your
children. This is what having a family is all
about. Our families should be our utmost
priority, right after ourselves (I adhere to the
get oxygen flowing in your own mask first
adage). Work is, of course, important too. It
allows so many of us another outlet to use
our intellect, creativity, teamwork and earn a
salary. Finding balance is important, but
often corporate structures are not reflective
of individual values and fitting in comes at a
cost – it is great if that cost fits who you are,
but if not, I encourage women to change
their lives to make it work better for them.

If you could tell your 25-year-old
self anything, what would it be?

While all does not go to ‘plan,’ life plans are
usually much too rigid. Going off-plan leads
to more growth, richer experience, expanded
definitions of success and a lot more fun!
www.teameduconsult.cn
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Does My Child Have ADHD?
What to Ask About a Diagnosis that is Commonly Misunderstood
By Dr. Nate Balfanz, American Medical Center
criteria for both Inattentive Type and
Hyperactive/Impulsive Type are met.
While the onset of ADHD can occur in
adolescence or adulthood, the vast majority
of individuals with ADHD have shown
symptoms dating back to as early as the
primary and elementary school years.

Tips for Better Identifying and
Managing ADHD-Consistent
Symptoms

1) Use caution in assessing your child’s
symptoms. If your child demonstrates only
one or two of the symptoms listed above, it is
highly unlikely that he or she would be
considered for a formal ADHD diagnosis.
However, if you notice that your child
displays a number of these symptoms, it may
be worth arranging for a consultation with a
mental health professional.

T

he majority of referrals I receive for
psychotherapy are from parents,
teachers or school administrators reporting observable changes in a child’s behavior. When these changes occur, parents
will often pose the question to me, ‘Do you
think my child has ADHD?’
As a mental health professional who
specializes in working with children and
families, I recognize the inherent challenges
that come with discerning between what
symptoms are the result of an actual,
neurologically-based learning disorder, and
what symptoms may be better accounted for
by a mood and/or anxiety-based mental
health condition. As caring and concerned
adults who wish to support our children in all
their social, emotional and learning needs,
we might consider it helpful to have a basis
for understanding as to what symptoms are
consistent with a formal learning disorder
diagnosis.

What the Research Tells Us

The latest edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
describes Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) as a mental health
condition marked by longstanding
challenges in an individual’s ability to
maintain an attention span or contain
impulses. ADHD is divided into three

separate subcategories:
1) Predominantly Inattentive Type;
2) Predominantly Hyperactive/Impulsive
Type; and,
3) Combined Type.
Some of the hallmark characteristics of
ADHD-Predominantly Inattentive Type
include challenges with closely attending to
schoolwork, difficulties with sustained

ADHD is one of
the most frequently
misdiagnosed mental
health conditions in
children
attention during classroom instruction,
frequently losing things or an inability to stay
organized and on task. Meanwhile,
characteristics of ADHD-Predominantly
Hyperactive/Impulsive Type are observed in a
child who frequently squirms or fidgets in his
or her seat, frequently runs about and is ‘on
the go,’ has difficulties with waiting for his or
her turn, interrupts others, or who behaves in
an impulsive manner. Last but not least,
ADHD Combined Type is when symptom

2) Seek out a formal assessment by a
specialty-trained mental health professional.
Given that ADHD is one of the most
frequently misdiagnosed mental health
conditions in children, you will want to have a
proper assessment conducted by a child and
adolescent-focused practitioner who
specializes in this domain. While wellinformed pediatricians and other general
medical practitioners likely have some
experience with and exposure to ADHD
symptoms in children, it often takes the welltrained eye of a mental health specialist to
determine what symptoms and behaviors
warrant a formal diagnosis.
3) Advocate on your child’s behalf. While the
over-diagnosis and public misunderstanding
of ADHD is evident, a true neurological ADHD
condition can be quite debilitating for both
the child and the family as a whole. Despite a
limited pool of resources, the Shanghai
community has multiple international clinics
and learning centers that specialize in the
treatment and advocacy for children with
learning-related challenges. Utilize the
resources available to you to ensure that your
child receives a proper assessment that can
then translate to home and school
accommodations that best fit his or her
learning style.
Dr. Balfanz is the Senior Clinical Psychologist at American
Medical Center, a comprehensive medical and mental
health service clinic for children, adolescents, adults and
families living in Shanghai. For more information on
clinic services, contact Dr. Balfanz at nate.balfanz@amcshanghai.cn or visit his website at www.drnatebalfanz.com
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Girls
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1 Asics
RMB550
www.asics.com

4 JCrew Kids
RMB600
www.jcrew.com

2 Nike
RMB900
www.store.nike.com

5 Converse
RMB350
www.converse.com

3 Skechers
RMB299
www.skechers.cn
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1 Supra
RMB450
www.suprafootwear.com
2 Skechers
RMB439
www.skechers.cn
3 New Balance
RMB410
www.newbalance.com

5

4 Nike
RMB760
www.store.nike.com
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5 Asics
RMB550
www.asics.com
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Shanghai Mamas
A Crucial Support Network for Moms
By Alyssa Wieting

I

f you are a mom in Shanghai and
don’t know about Shanghai Mamas,
then you may be a bit out of the
loop. These women are totally in the know
and can tell you all their tips and tricks for
surviving motherhood in a foreign land.
The group was created about 10 years ago
by a few expat moms living in Shanghai,
and at the time it was just a simple Yahoo
group. Melanie Ham, one of the founders,
explains, “We were formed on the back of a
playgroup of moms that met every Friday.
In the early 2000s, Yahoo groups were
really in and we grew by word of mouth
organically. By the first year we had a
couple hundred women and we discussed
the ups and downs of expat life online.”
It’s safe to say this group has grown
exponentially since and is now a fullblown online forum giving advice to about
7,000 moms all over the city. They have
also created a committee structure of
volunteers that changes every year as the
natural rotation of families comes in and
out of Shanghai. Jenny Whitaker, current
Shanghai Mamas president, explains,
“That’s the thing – businesses and people

14
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come and go here — and through
Shanghai Mamas we can keep passing the
torch. We are always trying to get different
voices involved in order to hear what new
arrivals need to get out of [the group].”
Shanghai Mamas is not only critical for
moms currently living in Shanghai, but is
a great resource for families who are
preparing for their big move. Whitaker
says, “We really help people before they
come to Shanghai to find out what it’s like
for families living here. [For these moms],
the most important questions are always:
‘Where do I live?’ and ‘What do I do about
the pollution?’”
The online forum is their bread and butter
and it’s an easy way for moms to post
questions while other members can
respond and give advice. Membership is
exclusive and is limited to only foreign
moms or local moms with foreign spouses,
catering specifically to the expat lifestyle.
In addition to the website, small groups of
women throughout the city have
developed brunch and lunch groups
within their neighborhoods.

Over the years, the website has really made an impact
on the experiences of moving to Shanghai for mothers
from all walks of life. Laetitia Lemin, who has been in
Shanghai just shy of a year, explains, “Before I moved
here I was on the website and asking all the standard
questions. When I first arrived — literally on day two —
I went to one of the organized coffee mornings because
I was in a really anxious phase, and that was
reassuring; I realized I was going to be just fine. From
there, I wanted to get embedded in the community
early on and started volunteering with the group.
Everyone was super welcoming.” Now Lemin serves on
the committee and has become completely
comfortable in this new home of hers.
While the forum is the backbone of the group, their
mission is more than just helping moms survive with
daily tasks; it is also about being supportive and
assisting the parent community. Whitaker adds, “There
is a lot of support for people who are trying new things,
reinventing themselves and really helping people
thrive here. It is such a welcoming community; I’ve
never felt that anyone in the Shanghai Mamas groups
was unfriendly.”
They aren’t sure what the future holds for the group,
but they are certain that they will adapt to their
members’ constantly changing needs. In the end, it’s all
about moms supporting moms.
Learn more at shanghaimamas.org
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21st

Century
Skills

Preparing Your Child
for the Real World
By Alyssa Wieting

Is the traditional school system enough for
your child to excel after graduation? It
doesn’t look like it. While companies and
universities are changing their priorities in
who they hire, schools should also change
how they teach.
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W

hen I was a kid growing
up, I remember being in
class (usually math,
which I loathed) and
always asking the
teacher what relevance
the topic had to real
life. They always seemed to be a bit
stumped by the question, and couldn’t
place the applicability of basic
trigonometry to my future life, particularly as
I had no interest in becoming a scientist or
mathematician. The answer was usually
something like, “Lots of things, but it’s
required material and will be on the exam,”
as they moved on to another topic quickly.
It always frustrated me – learning something
that I didn’t care about and for what seemed to
be no reason at all, except for the teacher to get a
good review or, as an American, for the state to
get better education funding if test scores were
positive. However, the world of education is
adapting and kids today hopefully are not
receiving the same ‘blah’ answer that I was
given 15 years ago, particularly in the
international school system where kids are
being taught skills that directly relate to life
after school. Now don’t get me wrong,
students are still learning math, but they are
doing it in a different way.
While these basic skills are still necessary in
education, they alone are not enough. The ability
to apply knowledge and go past the core
curriculum isn’t a new topic and was actually
introduced back in the 1960s. However, it really
didn’t start to catch on until the 90s and has
now become a hot topic among educators and
parents all over the world. This skill set is
commonly known as ‘21st Century Skills.’
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“These
students need
to be more
than just
leaders to excel
in this new
work age; they
need to be
trailblazers”

What are they?

T

hese 21st Century Skills can be understood as higher-order competencies
that prepare students for success in the
changing employment market and the
transition into a whole new digital age.

embraces more diverse and cultural interactions.
Millennials also demand more from their companies
in terms of a work-life balance, which is often
misperceived as laziness. In actuality, this generation
believes more in the quality of output rather than
counting the hours spent doing a project.

Globalization has changed our reality, and with
technological innovation, a different set of skills are
necessary than those of the baby boomer
generation and Generation X. Gone are the days
where trades and vocations were highly sought
after, or where firms hired employees in their 20s
and expected them to still be with the company in
their 50s. Millennials are utilizing different
proficiencies and are rearranging their priorities.

So how does this equate to what is learned in the
classroom? The 21st Century Skills philosophy is
meant to set up students to excel in this new type
of work environment beyond graduation. This new
competitive environment requires students to not
only be technologically savvy, but also creative,
flexible, culturally sensitive and adept to critical
thinking.

A recent article in Forbes explains that Millennials
will stop at nothing to pursue their career
aspirations; they want to move up and do it quickly,
even if that means switching companies often. They
possess a strong entrepreneurial mindset, which
allows them to be more creative and stronger
problem solvers. This new era and way of working

The purpose is to step outside of the box of the
standard core curriculum established in most
countries and challenge teachers to employ tactics
to teach skills that are associated with deeper
learning and applicable in real-life situations. These
students need to be more than just leaders to excel
in this new work age; they need to be trailblazers.
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The
Digital Age

A

s you’ve probably already noticed, your 5-year-old might
be much more skilled at using
an iPad than you are, and
could probably teach you a
thing or two on your phone as well. I’m still
amazed every time I watch my 8-year-old
nephew seamlessly flick through applications,
transitioning from one to another like a total
pro. The ease with which kids are using technology today is ultimately different from that
of generations past. It is a telltale sign of how
critical it will be in their daily lives in the decades to come.
While technology in general is certainly part of
21st Century Skills learning, it is specifically
information and media literacy, as well as
information and communications technology
literacy that are the key elements.
Christopher Kalff is the primary ICT
coordinator at Nord Anglia International
School, Pudong – it’s his job to assess
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“Globalization
has changed our
reality, and with
technological
innovation, a
different set of
skills are
necessary than
those of the baby
boomer generation
and Generation X”

what technology works and doesn’t work in
the classroom, essentially aiding teachers to
make the best use of available tools.
In his opinion, media literacy is a crucial aspect
of technology that students must learn. He
explains, “When we were in school we were
expected to learn a certain amount of
background information, but it is almost
impossible now because there is so much to
learn. I remember when I did a research report
growing up I used an encyclopedia – one book
– and now there is just so much out there. I
think accessing information is an incredibly
important skill. It’s not [a skill] that comes
quickly, it takes a while [to find and identify
credible sources]. Helping students sift through
this mass amount of [virtual] knowledge is a
big task.”
While technology is essential to the learning
process, he believes that it shouldn’t take
priority over the content of the course. “What
it should be doing is enhancing the experience
in the classroom. I teach English literacy and
math, and what I do is to bring technology in
and collaborate with them. I believe in a
paperless classroom, so my students use apps
on their iPad instead of printing out
worksheets,” Kalff says.
But he doesn’t seem to be concerned that kids
who aren’t technology driven will fall behind,
given that many are so immersed in it naturally
these days. Most kids have some form of
application tool that they are able to use. Even
if you don’t directly study how to make or use
technology, you can still be up-to-date and
learn intuitively.
However, for those who do pursue
technological studies at a young age, their

futures are looking pretty bright as schools
and employers seek out young minds who
already have an advantage this field. Those
who develop basic software skills in high
school are targeted by companies that create
apps or even video games. Kids who are
coding drones are sought out by the military.
“In our time if you didn’t have a degree, it was
hard to get a job. But these children, with
what they’re graduating with, could literally
walk into some jobs and be on a level playing
field with the rest. I know a kid who
graduated high school and wasn’t really too
sure what he wanted to do, but was very good
with social networking apps and was snatched
up by an event organizer because of his skills.”
While technology is certainly critical to this
way of learning, it can also be seen as a
hindrance to other areas of growth, such as
face-to-face communication. Kalff expresses
his concern: “Where this really comes into play
is outside of school, when kids are on their
own. Parents have busy lifestyles, so a lot of
times kids are at home with their phones. In
the long run, it will stop them from
communicating organically. They need to be
pulled away from that and have normal
conversations. There are kids who get anxious
from not being connected [electronically] and
it is certainly a problem.”
Technology is a key component of 21st
Century Skills, not just in terms of knowing
how to create technology, but also
understanding how to utilize it properly.
Nevertheless, there must be a balance
between a child’s virtual world and real life.
Teaching kids when and where to use
technology is also an important lesson to learn
in order to assist them in having better
interpersonal communication skills.
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Measuring the
Immeasurable

W

hile technology is an
essential component
of 21st Century Skills,
it is not the only area
that students these
days need to master. Often overlooked,
learning and innovation skills and career
and life skills are absolutely critical to the
new learning process in today’s society.
This is the area of learning where teachers
are forced to go past the core curriculum of
schools and adapt knowledge and learning
techniques to apply to real world scenarios.
Critical thinking, problem solving,
adaptability and initiative are just some of
the abilities that will help students prepare
for life after school. These skills will help
equip them to make judgments in situations
that may have social, economic or even
environmental implications.
While these are indispensable elements of
learning, they aren’t necessarily easy to
teach. Jonathan Evans, Year 10-11
coordinator at YCIS, gives some insight:
“These real-life skills are developed through
the nature of the projects and tasks that
kids are given. When it comes to notions of
flexibility and accountability, for example,
that’s where their problem solving
techniques and skills surrounding the
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importance of meeting deadlines get
developed. It’s not something that you write
down in the curriculum; it doesn’t work like
that. It is inherent in the day-to-day work
that students have to do. Providing students
with the opportunity to engage with things
that are relevant and real is very important.”
While international schools in Shanghai and
private schools elsewhere have an extreme
advantage in funding and quality of staff,
the challenge for other schools comes with
finding teachers who are experienced and
willing to engage with students beyond the
core curriculum. Proponents of 21st Century
Skills advocate student centric methods of
teaching, including problem- and projectbased learning, which allows students to
collaborate on coming up with plans and
solutions in creative ways. Teachers just
have to be creative and determined to teach
these skills that can’t be found in a
textbook.
Furthermore is the problem of testing these
skills once schools have made it a priority to
incorporate them into the classroom. Evans
explains, “I don’t know if testing will reveal
the outcomes of these skills. Oftentimes,
the outcomes are observable, but they
aren’t necessarily something that can be put
down on paper. In terms of awareness of

how students are developing these skills,
that’s something that has to be seen and
urged over time. It’s not something that can
be seen in one short testing event. Perhaps,
in terms of tests like PISA and others, they
are good at getting a snapshot of the core
competencies, but when it comes to the
notion of 21st Century Skills, I don’t know if
you can get a sense of how a kid is
collaborating through an online test.”
Kalff agrees with him, even on the
technological front: “I don’t think this is
testable. Understanding technology comes
through learning. You can show a student
to a certain point how to use a device, but
the most important part comes from the
student trying it out for themselves… I think
testing this ability is quite difficult.”
If one thing is for certain, it’s that these new
age skills are difficult, if not impossible to
measure. While schools strive to teach these
convoluted techniques, it is difficult to know
for sure if these students are ready for their
future.

Getting Career Ready

N

onetheless, universities and
companies are on the hunt for
young individuals who are
ticking all these unconventional boxes.

A recent article in Forbes investigated the
mystery of what employers are now looking
for. After interviewing more than 100 of the
world’s top CEOs, HR managers and recruiters,
it was obvious that employees with soft skills
are extremely valuable. While technical skills
are important, it’s collaboration, leadership
and communication skills that ranked as the
top. Emőke Starr, Head of HR at Prezi (a visual
storytelling software company) explained,
“We look for candidates with a solid
foundation of soft skills and trust so that the
rest can be built upon it.”
Companies like EY (formerly Ernst & Young)
are undergoing a new hiring stream in which
their goal is to hire 9,000 Millennials in 2017
alone (out of 15,000 new recruits). Why? Not

“There are kids
who get anxious
from not being
connected
[electronically]
and it is
certainly a
problem”

only because of their skills, but because they
are an investment in the company’s future.
The baby boomer generation is starting to
retire and soon there will be a large gap in the
workforce. The hope is to invest in young
workers, making it even more competitive for
the Millennial generation. Dan Black, leading
recruiter for EY Americas, explained that they
strategically target Millenials from 200
universities that place an emphasis on
diversity, progressive thinking and worldly
programs.
Even traditional companies that your parents’
generation grew up knowing so well are
adapting their hiring strategies. GE, for
example, is no longer comprised of the
hierarchical structure it once had, and instead,
its organizational chart is now much flatter.
They are no longer searching for the
traditional ‘qualified’ talent, but are now
seeking individuals who collaborate well with
others, are risk takers and are comfortable
working digitally. GE is spending USD1billion
per year on training new and fresh talent,
always prioritizing a candidate’s ability to be
creative, efficient and motivated over textbook
skills.
So where do we go from here? It’s evident
that kids today are going to have an even
more competitive experience in the workplace
compared to previous generations. The best
thing we can do for them is to give them a
head start in the way they think, analyze
problems and interact with technology. It’s
certainly worth questioning the traditional
route of education – attending school and
spending these years regurgitating
information, followed by stressing over
examinations and attending university. While
there’s no way of telling for sure that they will
succeed, the least we can do is give them a
stepping stone and plenty of room to grow.
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Shanghai's Techie
Students
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

T

ech is all the rage and these students are on their way to
becoming total pros in the industry. Here we highlight
some of Shanghai's most tech-obsessed students to find
out what it is they love so much about the subject.
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Haeyshna
Aravind
What field of technology do you
concentrate on?

I am currently studying about coding robots.
In this class we also get to learn about LEGO
mindstorm and how robots interact with
people and their surroundings. This last year
my dad and I have been working on Raspberry
Pi (a micro computer) along with
environment sensors. From time to time, I
also experiment with small drones and
mobile app-controlled robots.

What do you love most about
technology?

You can create almost anything if you have
the right materials, focus, knowledge and
attitude. There are already robots made in the
world, some big or small, simple or complex,
humanoid or animal-like. Or, maybe there are
new robots waiting to be built. Some robots
might help you, like robotic limbs or some are
for fun like, drones.

What are your favorite
technology products?

I personally like drones (especially from
Parrot) and robots. I like Parrot because they
are quite amazing and can be planes, quadcopters and mini-drones.

Who do you admire most in the
technology field?

My dad, because he is the reason that I like
tech. We started off by doing projects with the
Raspberry Pi sensors and LEDs, and we also
watch a lot of those Best Gadgets of 2017
videos together. We share a love for gadgets;
he buys Xiaomi products and places them
around the house – they're very useful for
checking home AQI. We work well as a team.
Once I created a ‘Parent Detector’ using the
Raspberry Pi, a camera and motion sensor.
Whenever my parents came into my room,
the Pi would capture a photo.

Have you ever entered a
competition?

My Tiger robotics partner and I created a
control board for the EVE3 Mindstorms robot.
We battled our way through the tournaments
and semi-finals to win the Tiger Robotics
Robo Cup. My partner was so happy he kept
telling everyone, “We won, we won, we won!”

Would you like to pursue a career
in technology in the future?
No, because my other passion is paleontology.
Although, paleontology in the future may use
techno tools – like a super brush that actually
is a vacuum to suck dust out of a fossil,
powered by the dust it sucks up, or a hover
board that comes with a hook to make lifting
stuff easy. I would really like to see this
happen in the future. The idea of pioneering
technology for paleontology could be the best
combination for applying my two passions.

How do you think technology is
viewed by most students?

My friends think it is sometimes useful for
getting the computers back in order, and also
it’s fun changing Google’s search display into
funny phrases or making the screen go upside
down (like most classmates can do.)
Technology also helps us in projects that need
internet research, and doing homework
digitally. Being connected with classmates
and friends online is also useful.
Haeyshna Aravind is in Grade 5 at Western International
School Shanghai.
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Jay
programs was a ‘bibliography generator,’
designed about a year ago, which prints out
information in an MLA Bibliography format.

What are your favorite
technology products?

The 3D printer is probably my favorite
technology product. It is an incredibly
powerful modeling tool, since it serves as a
bridge between code and actual real-life
objects.

Would you like to pursue a career
in technology in the future? Why
or why not?

Definitely. I really want to try and carry on the
entrepreneurial spirit, carrying on the essence
of curiosity in computer science. I believe that
a career in technology will be the best path
for me, allowing me to challenge both myself
and existing technological limitations. In
other words, perhaps my dream job doesn’t
exist yet!

How do you think an interest in
technology is viewed by most
students?
What area of the technology field
do you concentrate on?
Software development and modeling, as I’m
interested in linking together and applying
math into technology. This is probably the
main reason why I am interested in objectoriented programming – these programming
languages can really allow the user to build
up a fairly realistic model of real world
scenarios and applications. Modeling has
been one of my strongest interests since I was
very young, so in a sense my work in
technology is an extension of my hobby of
modeling scenarios.

What do you love most about
technology?

I like the range of its application and the
potential for development of technology in
almost every profession. Today, no matter
what job you apply for, having a certain
degree of technological knowledge is always
important.
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So break it down – what is it that
you actually do with programs?

Unlike the click-and-drag interface that most
people are used to, every action within the
program needs to be typed up by hand. So
most of the time I’m just typing up the code
for the program, following a flowchart
detailing the overarching design of the
program. From time to time, I will execute
segments of the program to test that it is
working like it is supposed to. If it is not
working, then I will retrace my code and
‘debug,’ fixing the errors within the program.
Though sometimes tedious, the sense of
satisfaction at the end when you execute a
perfectly working program is worth all the
work.

Have you ever programmed
anything new yourself?

All the time! Most of my programs are really
just inspired from my own experiences and
struggles. One of my most successful

Perhaps five or 10 years back, anyone with a
remote interest in technology and computer
science would be automatically labelled as a
nerd or geek. However, today, with such a
massive explosion in technology in everyday
life, interest in technology in my opinion has
become the norm rather than the exception.
Technology has become a new form of social
interaction for students, almost like an
independent language such as English or
Mandarin.

What does the future hold?

I think that technological development is
definitely something that we need to look out
for in the next few years. Programming is the
next universal 'toolbox' in our society. Just
like playing the piano or writing an essay,
programming is a skill that can only be
mastered through the dedication of time. It is
a skill that our generation truly needs to
master.
Jay is in Year 10 at Dulwich College Shanghai.

What area of the technology field
do you concentrate on?
Mainly just computer science, even though
during Hackathon I’m always forced to be the
hardware hacker in the group. Currently I’m
learning website development because of my
internship, and the art of computer
programming under the influence of my
Hackathon teammates.

What do you love most about
technology?

I think technology makes solutions available
to people. It might not be omnipotent, but it’s
an incredibly powerful tool in achieving and
customizing what I desire. As well, the
combination between technology and other
traditional subjects often results in very
creative innovations – I find that fascinating.

What project are you currently
working on?

I am planning one of the largest Hackathons
in China. We want this to target both high
school students and college freshmen.
Hackathons are innovation carnivals and
feasts of rapid learning. So far, I believe it is
one of the best platforms for anyone who

Yiluo
Li

wants to bounce ideas off other people while
making them come true in a short 24 to 48
hours.

What are your favorite
technology products?

My favorite is an app called Sky Guide. Well, I
am an astronomy/physics student so it
shouldn’t be so surprising. This app has the
entire sky in my phone and reminds me of
my favorite phenomenon Iridium Flare,
which happens once or twice a night. It is kind
of hard to spot it in China, but sometimes I
get lucky when the clouds aren’t in my way.

Who do you admire in the
technology field?

Not particularly anyone, but if you would
agree with me that physics is also essential to
technology, then I would say Mr. Richard P.
Feynman (a theoretical physicist). I do admire
him a lot!

Do you find technology to be
team-oriented or more of a solo
endeavor?

I think it takes teamwork even though it has
to be discussed case-by-case. I probably can’t
complete a hackathon alone, and most of the
projects should be most effective if I work well
with my team. Just think about it: when you
are facing a whole screen of bugs and errors, it
would just be depressing if no one is around
to help.

Have you won any awards?

I won first place in 2013 and 2014 at the
National History Day China for the Senior
Group Website Entry. Though this is a history
competition, it was what got me into
computer science. Before this, I was reluctant
to touch programming as I just got my
computer back then and was very intimidated
by codes. However, building a website
somehow forced me into learning about the
world of programming. Last year at
HACKxFDU, my team won the DJI Award for
Entrepreneurship and Innovation for our
project in detecting forest fire with drones.

Would you like to pursue a career
in technology in the future? Why
or why not?
Yes, at least partially. I categorize myself as a
physics researcher, but in fact I am on my way
to pursuing technology already, since I just
got my internship for website development
and machine learning.

How do you think an interest in
technology is viewed by most
students?

I think technology, especially making
technology, might seem quite intimidating
sometimes, and that’s exactly why I am trying
to get more people familiar with Hackathons
and rapid learning.
Yiluo Li is in Grade 12 at Concordia International School
Shanghai.
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Cheryl
Chen
What area of the technology field
do you concentrate on?
Right now I am mostly focused on
programming and coding. In the future, I
would like to work in the field of software
engineering, because I enjoy creating new
programs or games and I find it fun to be
constantly challenging myself to come up
with different ways to approach a problem.

What do you love most about
technology?

I love how technology has so many different
ways to improve the world. I find it
fascinating looking at technology news and
seeing how much we can do using it. One
thing that fascinates me a lot is the idea of
artificial intelligence and virtual reality.

Through these two technologies, I am amazed
by how much we can create with computers.

What are your favorite and least
favorite technology products?

One of my favorite trends is virtual reality. I
find it amazing how by using computers we
are able to create another dimension to
explore in. How much we can work with
technology and the human mind is definitely
an exciting thing to look into. My least
favorite product, however, is probably Kindle
and e-books. Even though I love to use new
technology, I prefer the old fashion way of
flipping through printed books.

Who do you admire in the
technology field?

One of the people with the kind of creativity
that I admire is definitely Steve Jobs. Not only
did he come up with many creative ideas for
technology, his determination to bring his
ideas to the world was admirable.

Have you won any awards?

Yes, I have earned a subject award in
Computer Science and an IGCSE award for
Computer Science in grade 10.

Would you like to pursue a career
in technology in the future? Why
or why not?
Yes, I would. I find technology to be a really
interesting and fun field to work in, not only
is it interesting to me for the constant flow of
creative ideas, but it is something that will be
really important for the development of the
future. Something I find fun in this field is
also the teamwork required to create
something new. I always like to cooperate
with different people on a project because I
enjoy listening to others ideas while sharing
mine at the same time.

What was your first experience
with technology that really
motivated you?

The first interaction I had with programming
was when I was in grade 8. In our ICT class we
learned to use Scratch, a beginner
programming program to learn about
computing logics. Scratch used different
blocks that really helped me in the
understanding of computational logic.
During this period of time, I worked a lot with
my ICT teacher and he really gave me a lot of
ideas for making my own program.
Cheryl Chen is in grade 11 at Shanghai Singapore
International School.
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YCIS Shares Five Tips
for Parents Regarding
Internet Safety and
Responsibility for
Children:
1) Digital Literacy and “Personal
Information”

Children should know and understand the
concept of privacy, and what types of
information they can, and should not
disclose to anyone online, such as their
address, phone number, birthday, and
passwords.

Advertorial

2) Digital Transparency Culture

Tips for Managing Your
Child’s Digital Citizenship

G

eneration Z, your child’s generation,
is the cohort that will define a future that is entirely permeated by
technology. In contrast to previous generations, parent concerns are now flipped as is
seen in a new study conducted by the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business,
which concluded that Facebook and Twitter
have become more addictive than cigarettes
and alcohol. According to Assistant Professor
Wilhelm Hofmann, the lead researcher in the
study states, “Desires for media may be comparatively harder to resist because of their
high availability, and also because it feels like
it does not ‘cost much’ to engage in these activities, even though one wants to resist.”
Given this increasing focus, many parents are
now asking, “how can I prepare my child to
navigate the digital world responsibly?” At
one school in Shanghai, Yew Chung
International School of Shanghai (YCIS), the
school is addressing the digital age head-on
by incorporating a program into their
curriculum which teaches children about
what it means to be a “Digital Citizen”. To
address students’ interaction with current
and emerging technology, the school’s
Character Education program faculty,
together with the Information and

Communications Technology Team,
converged to implement a program of
learning that has resulted in YCIS being
certified as a ‘Digital Citizenship School’ by
Common Sense EducationTM. The school was
first certified in the 2015 – 2016 school year
because faculty wanted to extend the school’s
Character Education curriculum to address
the challenges, benefits, and opportunities of
being an active online participant. David
Burton, E-Learning Leader and Primary ICT
Teacher at the school’s Hongqiao Campus,
notes, “The Digital Citizenship discussion and
learning has become an ever-more important
aspect of helping children better navigate
their online world. Increasingly, we are seeing
children given access to devices at younger
ages, and increasingly greater access to social
media accounts.” Based on this, the school
teaches students how to manage their online
identity, appropriately handle social
situations on the internet, as well as to
safeguard both their reputations and their
personal information.
With an ever-increasingly connected world,
one of the most important things for today’s
young global citizens is the ability to discern
and make good online choices, and children
need clear guidelines to be able to do that.

Make it part of the family discussions and
expectations that children and parents
share their online and social media use,
helping to create a better understanding of
how children and their parents use online
resources.

3) Encourage Forethought
Your web identity is an archive, and what is
posted can sometimes be accessed even
after it is deleted. Everything leaves a digital
footprint. It is therefore important to
consider how words or actions online might
affect children in the future.

4) Privacy Settings Are Your Friend
Encourage your children and teens to make
good use of privacy settings on social media
platforms and to think about the level of
closeness they have with those whom they
are connected with (close friends, online
friends, family, and acquaintances).

5) The Golden Rule is Universal
Remind your child that this often-repeated
rule is something that applies to online
behavior, as well, and that they should treat
others with respect and dignity, the same
way they would want to be treated, no
matter the medium.

Burton adds, “Given the importance of being
able to utilise the internet, devices, and social
media safely, it is important for both schools
and parents to not only share and discuss
Internet safety, but also the wider aspects of
what being active on the Internet means to
their children today, and that’s why we are so
excited about our certification at YCIS.”
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Technology is Good for the Classroom
A Debate Analyzing Technology’s Effect on Students
By Gareth Thomas and Charlotte Godwyn

For
T

echnology
has opened
up new pedagogical opportunities, which
have allowed teachers to enhance learning and extend the
teaching environment beyond the
physical classroom.
I believe the changes brought about by
technology in teaching have been very
positive. When technology is effectively
integrated into the classroom it promotes a
richer learning environment where students
become excited about being able to use the
latest technology to augment their learning.
Furthermore, with the introduction of mobile
technology, they are now able to access the
most up-to-date information more quickly
and easily than ever before. Technologies
such as e-books have also further enhanced
the digital resources available to learners by
allowing schools to access banks of
information far greater than they could have
done previously.
It has also provided pupils the opportunity to
interact with their peers on a deeper level,
encouraging greater collaboration. Similarly,
the development of virtual learning
environments has presented teachers with an
array of new platforms with which to work.
They are able to create resource hubs that
include a variety of downloadable and
embedded multimedia content, set up virtual
submission boxes that have their own time
windows and manage a variety of
communication platforms such as forums
and discussion threads. This gives students
the opportunity to gain almost instant
feedback either individually or as a group.
Many educators have argued that technology
in the classroom can prove to be somewhat of
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a distraction for pupils and detracts from
the subject matter being studied. While I
can appreciate this notion, I believe that
the context of the learning, the topic being
studied and the technology being used
have to be considered when making such a
broad statement. For example, devices
such as the iPad absolutely have the
potential to become an instrument of
procrastination, but this does not have to
be the case. In fact, the rapid growth of
surface devices and educational apps has
enabled tablets to become an invaluable
learning aid; particularly, in my recent
experience, for delivering computational
theory to younger pupils.
Over the last decade, several studies have
shown that pupils who can demonstrate
Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) literacy are also able to
exemplify higher levels of critical thinking,
reflect more deeply, and have an increased
motivation to read and write. With this in
mind, I believe that more teachers will find
themselves challenging their personal
perceptions of literacy instruction in the
near future.
Overall, I would argue that there are
certainly some drawbacks with the overuse
of technology, or in its inappropriate
application in certain learning
environments. However, the benefits
certainly outweigh these drawbacks and by
choosing not to utilize technology as a tool
for teaching and learning, we are doing our
pupils a disservice, denying them the
opportunity to fully prepare themselves
with the technical skills they will need as
adults in the digital age.
Gareth Thomas is the Head of Computer Science at
Wellington College International Shanghai.

T

echnology has become an essential part of today’s society, and it can be pretty hard to live
without it. Here we take a look at the debate on technology in the classroom, proving two
opposing perspectives on the matter. Find out why technology can be both a hindrance and an
enabler to learning.

against
T

he hairs on the back of my neck
spring up in horror when I see students with their eyes fixed on a
screen in a classroom. Not only is this completely unsociable, with students lacking any
interaction with their peers around them, but
it is also contributing to the worrying amount
of screen-time that consumes an average
young person’s day.
Being a teacher in China, where technology is
such a huge part of our daily lives, has opened
my eyes to the sincere disadvantages and
social problems too much tech can cause.
Some schools have a zero-tolerance policy on
technology, apart from lessons where a
teacher requires the use of a device for a
specific task. This is to encourage and
promote the imperative life skill of social
interaction, which is too often lacking even in
very high-attaining students. A flaw in this
area can negatively affect their admission
interviews with the world’s finest universities.
Although I do not dispute that technology
can be hugely useful in certain educational
circumstances, I do worry that tech is too
often used as a time-filler and pacifier by
teachers the world over. This is because, as
teachers, we are bludgeoned with ‘newthinking’ schemes and ideas regarding
pedagogy that are in fact repeated and
revamped ideas thought to be old-fashioned a
decade ago. When I was undergoing training
as a teacher, tech was à la mode again and
became a substitute for pens and paper and
independent thinking. However, I believe we
are turning a corner for the better once more.
A TV comedy sketch in Britain coined the
phrase “Computer says no!” In fact, it has a
scarily true-to-life message. All too often, tech
does the thinking for the students, inhibiting

their ability to
think for
themselves and
form their own
opinions. Copy and
pasting thoughts and
views of others is
unhealthy and compromises
evolution of thought and
discourse.
Tech also damages the literacy of
our students. The autocorrect
function hides recurring spelling
mistakes and helps fix fragmented
sentences. Typing also hinders the
development of handwriting. Exams at
IGCSE, A level and university level are
to be done by hand, so the
development of handwriting is a skill
that must be trained and refined, daily.
Finally, students yearning for
technology learn from their parents,
so a good example must be set. If I
had RMB10 for every family I see sat
around a dinner table in a restaurant,
all eyes fixed on their smartphones
and gadgets, I would be very rich, but
incredibly sad. Social interaction is
the focal point of human existence,
and it’s an important skill that must
be imparted on to children by their
parents. Teachers and parents are a
team, and we must work together
to ready our young people with life
skills that are crucial to their
success as adults beyond the
classroom.
Charlotte Godwyn is Head of Pastoral
Care and Teacher of Spanish and French at
Harrow International School Shanghai.
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Advertorial

American Middle School
ELA Curriculum
English Language Arts Program
Hawthorne
Textbook Program
New Pathway's English Language Arts (ELA) Hawthorne
Textbook program is an excellent series for beginner to
intermediate English speakers looking to improve their level of
English writing, reading comprehension and speaking skills.
The program has adapted the Common Core Standards
followed by all public American middle and high schools. With
curriculum tied to the Journeys textbook series published by
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, we educate and assess students
based on the same standards as students in schools across the
US.
The Journeys textbook curriculum is the perfect starting point
for developing basic English fluency and establishing comfort
in a Western classroom setting.

POINTS OF INTEREST
•
•
•
•

Western classroom experience
Basic English reading, speaking and writing fluency
Becoming comfortable in English language discussion
Foundations of formatting and editing writing skills

RESULTS
•
•
•
•

150+ new vocabulary words in context
15 stories, across multiple genres and cultures
Weekly study of grammar structures and strategies
Regular academic, creative and reflective writing

COURSE REQUIREMENTS & LEVELING
English reading, writing, speaking and comprehension abilities
at American middle school grades 3-6.
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Harkness Novel
Program
The Novel Program was developed by top American boarding
school and university graduates to reflect the structure of
English learning at America’s best schools. This program is
highly recommended for students seeking to set themselves
apart from their Chinese peers in their ability to think critically,
analyze literature, discuss complex ideas and write clearly and
expressively. The Intermediate level is suitale for students who
are still improving their English fluency, while Advanced,
Masters and Honors levels are reserved for near-fluent English
speakers and writers looking to keep up with their American
middle and high school peers.
Novel Program’s Advanced Level 2 is offered for graduates of
the Hawthorne Textbook Program, providing students with
increasingly mature and complex English material.

POINTS OF INTEREST
•
•
•
•

Learn to read actively and question literature
Comprehension and analysis of American novels
Western classroom discussion
Understanding of literary response and review

RESULTS
•
•
•
•

A deep understanding of four books over 15 weeks
150 new literary-based vocabulary words
Response to literature and formal literary essay
Weekly comprehension and vocabulary quizzes

COURSE REQUIREMENTS & LEVELING
Advanced English reading, writing and speaking level, close to
boarding and preparatory schools in the US.

Hemingway
Writing Center
The Hemingway Writing Center is a writing curriculum for
intermediate to advanced English writers. We recommend
that all students without academic writing experience
begin in Writing I, where they will be trained in literary
response, along with expository, persuasive and narrative
writing styles. With the completion of Writing I’s Track A &
B, students are fully prepared to succeed in the coursework
of Writing II, where they will be challenged with semesterlong thesis research papers and novel writing assignments,
along with extensive peer editing, discussion and analysis.
This course is highly recommended for students looking to
broaden their academic writing skills and/or plan to attend
Western educational institutions.

POINTS OF INTEREST
•
•
•
•

Learn multiple styles of academic writing
Preparation for writing application essays
Training for clear expression through writing
Workshop-style classroom with direct feedback

RESULTS
•
•
•
•

Fundamental formatting and editing skills
Writing expository, narrative and persuasive essays
Understanding elements of literary response
Research and writing a research paper

COURSE REQUIREMENTS & LEVELING
Advanced English reading, writing and speaking level, as
well as previous essay-writing experience.

JOHN F. KENNEDY
DEBATE SOCIETY
The JFK Debate Society is a comprehensive curriculum that
prepares students to be fearless and effective orators.
Students participating in our debate program will learn
how to confidently compete against their talented
American and international peers in all forms of
communication (boarding school and college application
interviews, World Scholars' Cup, Model UN conferences and
other competitions). Debate 1 teaches fundamental rules,
vocabulary and techniques of formal debate and
argumentation, while Debate 2 applies these techniques in
practice.
This course is recommended for students who desire to
improve their argumentation and speaking skills, or plan to
participate in formal competitions in the future.

POINTS OF INTEREST
•
•
•
•

Discuss of a range of competitive debate topics
Individual verbal presentation twice per class
Personalized, in-class speech with immediate feedback
Formal debate understanding and training

RESULTS
•
•
•
•

Understanding of political, cultural and social issues
Ability to create arguments of Logos, Pathos and Ethos
Confident English language public speaking ability
Mastery of verbal and non-verbal speaking techniques

COURSE REQUIREMENTS & LEVELING
Advanced English reading, writing and speaking level, on
par with boarding and preparatory schools in the US.
Debate 2 requires previous study of formal debate.
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Terrace Time
Al Fresco Family-Friendly Restaurants
By Betty Richardson

S

ummer is almost here, and those of us who
have been in Shanghai a minute will know that
patio season strikes before the hotter months of
July and August. Here’s our guide to lazy days catching
rays with the family.
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The Barn by Green & Safe (Xintiandi)

The newest branch of popular Taiwan-export Green &
Safe boasts an enormous selection of ingredient-led
dishes, with everything from pizza to salads, steak, Thai
dishes and beyond. On the street level, a pretty little
courtyard terrace provides shaded seating for watching
the world go by over brunch, lunch and early dinners.
Lane 181, No. 22 Taicang Lu, by Madang Lu 太仓路181弄22号, 近马当
路 (6386 0140)

Urban Diner

elEfante

A Spanish restaurant we never get tired of, elEfante’s gorgeous
courtyard patio is easily one of the best in Shanghai. Go in the
evenings to dine on hearty paella and jamon under the stars, or
partake in their affordable brunch during the weekend.

This hearty American-style diner has a menu
teeming with all the requisite comfort foods. We
particularly like their burgers (avocado and teriyaki
beef is our favorite), crispy loaded nachos and mac
‘n’ cheese. Outdoor seating is available as part of Joy
City’s rooftop for you and your kids to enjoy. There’s
even a Ferris wheel if you fancy a spin.
Room 903, Bldg 9, Joy City II, 168 Xizang Bei Lu, by Haining Lu 西藏
北路168号大悦城二期北楼9楼903号, 近海宁路 (6073 5165)

20 Donghu Lu, by Huaihai Zhong Lu 东湖路20号, 近淮海中路(5404 8085)

Wu Guan Tang

Calix
Standing somewhere between American and Mediterranean food,
Calix represents one of the better Xintiandi openings in recent
years. Inside, you’ll find comfy seating and even a live music stage,
while a gorgeous spacious terrace facing the famous Xintiandi
fountain can be found right outside. The terrace is covered too, ideal
for keeping little ones away from direct sun. Currently they offer
lunch and dinner, with a brunch menu launching in May.

A must-try for vegetarian meals, Wu Guan Tang
operates a strict code of ethics when it comes to
cooking thanks to its Buddhist owner. Using
minimal salt, no MSG or other artificial additives
(even sodas aren’t allowed on the menu!), Wu Guan
Tang’s mild meat-free Chinese dishes are a
wonderful choice for younger diners. Its rooftop
terrace provides a serene environment to enjoy the
food as well.
349 Xinhua Lu, by Dingxi Lu 新华路349号, 近定西路 (6281 3695)

Lane 181, Taicang Lu, Xintiandi, No. 10-12, by Madang Lu路181弄新天地北里10-12号,
近马当路 (6333 9200)
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Paulaner (Expo)
Ginger

We’ve lost
count of
how many
times we’ve
recommended
Ginger by the
Park to brunch hungry friends, and have no plans to stop any
time soon. Think Asian-leaning dishes like laksa (one of the best
in Shanghai thanks to a Singaporean owner) alongside brunch
delights like fluffy ricotta pancakes with raspberry and crispy
bacon topped frittata. The terrace is enclosed, and overlooks a
small park.

Perennial favorite Paulaner offers
easygoing German food like sausages,
crispy pork knuckle, creamy mashed
potatoes and sauerkraut. Despite its
brewing heritage, Paulaner’s vibe is more
family-friendly than raucous, though
you’d be remiss not to try one of their
draughts. The Expo branch boasts a
spacious outdoor patio, and you can walk
off lunch along the Pudong riverside
afterwards.
555 Shibo Dadao, by Xueye Lu 世博大道555号1-2楼,
近雪野路 (2206 0555)

91 Xingguo Lu, by Hunan Lu 兴国路91号, 近湖南路 (3406 0599)

Highline

Having burst onto the scene late last year, classy but cool
Highline’s recently launched brunch is one of the hottest
tickets in town. The terrace offers panoramic views of
People’s Square and Xintiandi, and the menu offers
comforting American food that is good for both kids and
families. The restaurant also offers highchairs for toddlers.
6/F, Ascott Hotel, 282 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Huangpi Nan Lu 6/F, 雅诗阁公
寓, 淮海中路282号, 近黄陂南路. (6333 0176)

Commune Social

Another unimpeachable brunch-time favorite,
Commune Social’s enclosed courtyard provides
an oasis of shady cool. Their brunch menu gets
you three courses for RMB198, which changes
with the seasons. We’d say this is an option for
older kids, though younger diners can enjoy
dishes like the pork and foie gras burger sliders
and Spanish breakfast.
511 Jiangning Lu, by Kangding Lu 江宁路511号, 近康定路
(6047 7638)

Element Fresh (Shanghai Centre)

Chances are you’ve already tried Element Fresh’s all-encompassing
menus of healthy eats inspired by Asian and Western cuisines, and
everything in between. The branch at the Shanghai Centre boasts
a sun-soaked balcony terrace that overlooks bustling Nanjing Xi
Lu. Parasols are implemented when the day looks like a scorcher.
Room 112, Shanghai Centre, 1376 Nanjing Xi Lu, by Xikang Lu 南京西路1376号上海
商城1楼112室, 近西康路 (6279 8682)
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Funkadeli

By night this place has more of a bar atmosphere, but during
the day it shows a more sedate family-friendly side. Here you’ll
find a menu of casual Italian deli-style eats, like panini, soups,
salads, antipasti and pasta. The terrace is partially enclosed
from the street and faces a small park. We won’t tell anyone if
you enjoy one of their good value spritzes.
Wujin Century Building, 291 Fumin Lu, by Changle Lu
富民路291号悟锦世纪大楼, 近长乐路 (6170 1318)

Chicken & Egg

Perfect for lunch and brunch alike, Chicken & Egg’s
affordable menus are packed with easy going eats like
roasted chicken, avocado toast with poached eggs, warm
sandwiches, creamy chicken soup and baked cauliflower.
Their cheesecakes are also among the most popular in
town. The outdoor patio catches a lot of sun; be sure to
go early as the place is always busy.
291 Fumin Lu, by Changle Lu 富民路291号1楼, 近长乐路 (6121 2606)

Spread the Bagel
(Madang Lu)

It’s no secret what this
Shanghai staple’s specialties
are: expertly made bagels with
quality fillings. They have
dozens of options to choose
from, including several brunchworthy egg, bacon and cheese filled
options, but you can also opt to ‘DIY’ with simpler fillings like cream
cheese if you’ve got picky eaters in tow. The outdoor seating
overlooks Madang Lu, and is a good option for fuss-free quick eats.
Room 116, 245 Madang Lu, by Fuxing Zhong Lu 马当路245号116室, 近复兴中路.
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Place and Vibe

Family-friendly Restaurant

Lil’
Laundry
Trendy Family Brunching
By Shirani Alfreds

S

hirani and her family are on a
mission to find the best
family friendly restaurants in
Shanghai. See what she has to say
about Lil’ Laundry.

Walking into Shanghai Centre's Lil’ Laundry
(the ‘lil’ sister of the immensely popular
Liquid Laundry) gives you the feel of an
equally successful and bustling bistro. While
it’s less than half the size of its big sister, its
loud, upbeat music, bar in the center and
hipster clientele definitely sets the
atmosphere of a trendy brunch venue. In
warmer months, patrons can take advantage
of their large outdoor area filled with colorful
beanbags casually strewn about tables, where
kids can happily crawl around or lounge.
Inside, wooden floors, basic furniture and
industrial elements are also taken out of the
Liquid Laundry playbook.

The Food

The food is certainly what beckons here and
we were not disappointed. There is no
children’s menu but the food is friendly
enough to please the pickiest toddlers or
teens. We ordered two Bloody Marys off the
Special Brunch Menu (RMB58), which were
spicier than the norm to my husband’s
delight. Also available are the same craft beers
and cocktails at Liquid Laundry.
As small starters, we first ordered the warm
bacon-guajillo cornbread served with maple
butter (RMB58), a comforting and homey
choice that was absolutely delicious. We also
had the extra crispy hash browns with sour
cream and chive sauce (RMB58), which struck
the right balance between soft and crunchy
and were not over-fried. On recommendation
we ordered the hot smoked trout hash with
farm egg, hollandaise and wilted greens
(RMB108), which my husband and our 2-yearold particularly enjoyed (the hash was soft
and easy to eat).
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I had the smoked duck eggs Benedict with
wild mushrooms and smoked onion confit
(RMB98) as the combination jumped out at
me on the menu. This was amazingly tasty,
and delightfully hit the spot for a perfect
brunch meal. Our 7-year-old ordered the
‘meat me… dry aged beef burger’ and declared
herself a ‘meat aficionado’ as written in the
cheeky dish description. It was fun for her to
be able to build her own burger with her
favorite pickles, tomatoes and horseradish
sauce.

Kid Approved?

The food generally isn’t baby or weaning
friendly unfortunately, but toddlers would
cope with finger food cut up from dishes
shared with the adults. Nevertheless, I would
recommend this for ages 5 and up. Portions
are generous, and the tasty, interesting
starters could even be ordered in lieu of a
main for light eaters. There isn’t any
children’s entertainment, but in warmer
months kids can play on the terrace or in the
beanbag area. The restaurant provides kids’
cutlery and highchairs, but there aren’t
changing facilities there or nearby. Due to its
cramped layout, it could be inconvenient to
park a pram inside during peak hours.

Prices: RMB250/adult, RMB150/child
Recommended Ages: Children aged 5 and
above, or those less likely to want to roam
around!
Ideal for: Brunch or lunch
Open Sun-Thurs: 11am-12am, Fri-Sat: 11am-2am, Shanghai
Centre, 1376 Nanjing Xi Lu, by Xikang Lu 南京西路1376
号, 近西康路

DATE NIGHT RESTAURANT

1515 West
Chophouse
& Bar
A Classy Night Out on the
Town
By Alyssa Wieting

Place and Vibe

Picture a 1920s old Shanghai ambiance
combined with classic American steakhouse
cuisine, and you’ve got 1515 West Chophouse &
Bar. With a rustic, dim interior complete with
spacious dark brown leather booths, this place
will make you feel the need to sip on a martini
and listen to some smooth jazz – and you’ll be
in luck. While the restaurant has a bustling
vibe, the bar area is relaxed, with live jazz
music playing almost every night.
You can expect the service to be attentive and
the bartenders to be experts in their craft.
Happy hour during the week gets the bar
pretty packed, so if you are looking for more
of a romantic ambiance, we suggest going
after 7pm.

The Food

Let’s start with the main event – the steak.
Unlike an ordinary steakhouse, 1515 West has
their own signature brand of Australian beef
available in either wet-aged or dry-aged (from
RMB488-1,788). If you opt for the bone-in
ribeye (RMB1,998), a butcher will cut your
portion at your table on an old-fashioned
scale. This size is huge, so definitely share it
between the two of you.
We opted for the wet-aged 250 gram Angus
wagyu tenderloin and the 280 gram Stockyard
Angus striploin. The difference in taste and
texture was undeniable, with the tenderloin
being very lean and the striploin being a bit

juicier and more fatty.
Apart from the steak, we enjoyed the panseared scallops (RMB138) and lobster bisque
(RMB98). The scallops were served on top of
creamy cauliflower and garnished with corn
and a slice of crispy bacon — an
unconventional combination that was
delicious. The bisque, on the other hand, was
thicker than the dish is typically served and
had a strong and pungent flavor.
The sides are good for sharing and we would
recommend ordering just two or three for two
people. Our favorites were the butter whipped
potatoes and the creamed spinach (RMB58
each).

Date Night Approved?

Absolutely. It’s perfect for a classy night out in
Jing’an. The space is ideal if you don’t want the
hassle of trying to find two separate places for
dinner and drinks. We suggest starting in the
restaurant for dinner and ending the night in
the bar with cocktails while listening to some
jazz.
Price: RMB400-800 per person excluding
drinks
Who’s going: Couples, colleagues
Good for: Dinner and cocktails, live music
4/F, Jing’an Shangri-la Hotel, 1218 Yan’an Zhong Lu by
Tongren Lu 延安中路1218号静安香格里拉酒店4楼, 近铜
仁路(2203 8889)
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Yakiniku Carrot &
Shredded Chicken
Salad
Juicy, Protein-packed and Delicious
By Betty Richardson

T

his juicy chicken and spiralized carrot salad is so easy it barely
deserves to be called cooking. With its bright flavors and crunchy
textures, this dish is a favorite lunchtime staple in our house, and is
best eaten as soon as you dress the carrots. Sprinkle some extra flaxseeds or
linseeds for an added healthy boost.
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√ 3 large fresh carrots, peeled
√ 2 skinless chicken breasts
√ 1 cup of chopped cilantro (or flat
leaf parsley)
√ 1 tablespoon black sesame seeds
√ Toasted sesame oil, to taste
√ Japanese yakiniku (BBQ) sauce,
to taste (available in international
supermarkets under Asian
seasonings)
√ Fresh lime juice, to taste

1.

Poach the chicken breasts in water with a
stock cube, and once cooked through, shred
roughly with a fork.

2.

Spiralize the carrots and place into a large
bowl.

3.

Add sesame oil, BBQ sauce, lime juice to
taste [in increments of tablespoons.]

4.

Add shredded chicken, sesame seeds and
cilantro, mix and serve.

entertainment

School of Rock
On and Off the Stage

T

By Celine Song

his young cast will be debuting the musical in
Shanghai in a truly rockin' fashion.
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fictional school's quirky teacher.
“My students think I’m a little crazy!” James
jokes. “I don’t follow the rules of traditional
teaching. I listen to the kids and see what
inspires them and what excites them, and we
go on with that. But being a theater teacher, it
is my job to not teach like math or English
teachers. I get the kids out of their desks and
on their feet.” Having taught theater in
several international schools, James believes
more and more that drama’s nurturing effect
can be an important supplement to the
traditional school education.

T

he tender whispers of guitar never stopped during the entire
time we were talking. This 15-year-old Shanghainese boy wearing a black cap likes to be referred to by his artist name, Mechanital, and he is confidently anticipating releasing his first album release this summer.
Just like him, 14-year-old Chris from Taiwan and 13-year-old Haëva from
Mauritius also firmly believe that music isn’t just a cool thing they do
to show off to their peers; it’s their life. The three of them have been
training to become professional rock musicians at local music
institution Dopamine, and currently they are part of the leading cast
members of DreamWeaver’s latest musical adaption, School of Rock.
The musical marks the 49th show of the English language theater
company, whose previous adaptations include Little Shop of Horrors
and Five Course Love. Though the popular Broadway version boasts
music by Andrew Lloyd Webber, DreamWeaver’s School of Rock is
adapted directly from the 2003 movie, with only a few of
Webber’s original songs included.

She adds, “Kids don’t have many
opportunities to interact with each other outside of a school
environment, but while practicing a drama, you get the social skills that
you wouldn’t get from school. You learn how to work together as a
team, how to express yourself, and understand that there aren’t any
wrong answers when you're talking about creativity. I think one of the
base level things about being human is that we create, and if you don’t
know how to create, you are not living up to your full potential. So
theater and music are ways that kids can actually learn the skills and
learn how to be creative instead of just getting the answer right.”
The show promises to be an entertaining and comical performance
that families are sure to get a kick out of. With the majority of the cast
under 18, kids in the audience will enjoy seeing their peers do their
thing on stage. Plus, these kids can seriously rock out.
May 13-14, 3pm and 7.30pm, RMB250, Cafe 8, 1438 Xinzha Lu, info@urbanaphrodite.nl

“I thought it would be cool to bring it to Shanghai,” says Ann
James, Founder and CEO of DreamWeaver, who also directed the
show. “The audience will understand it: the kids are all from very
prestigious international schools and many parents in Shanghai
are very typical tiger moms, helicopter parents.”
To give the show a local spin, there are some Mandarin, and even
Shanghainese lines in it. “It’s as if the story happens in a Shanghai
private school,” James adds. The real-life parents of the 10 young
performers are also included in the production as supporting
roles.
Steve Frye, who plays the rock music teacher made famous by
Jack Black in the film, used to play in a band himself and
witnessed firsthand rock 'n' rolls' heyday in the US. Now a
principal of a Shanghai boarding school, deep down inside he is
still a hardcore musician who would never leave his glory days
behind. “When we take a break and watch a film, Steve often
jumps up and rushes to the drum set, passionately improvising
some accompaniment for the scene,” Chris recalls. As James
concludes, “He is Dewey Finn on so many levels," referring to the
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Music
Festivals for

Families

How to Make the Most of Them
By Andrew Chin

W

ith May holiday around the corner, it’s officially the start of
music festival season. While Shanghai isn’t lacking in options, music festivals are still relatively new to China. Compared to those around the world, they tend to be a bit tamer and more
accessible for families that want to rock out. Here are a few tips to make
the most of the experience.

1. Pick the Right Festival

While parents may not have to worry that music festivals in China are
as hedonistic as Woodstock, they still have to do a bit of research into
their festival options. Some like JZ Spring have activities designed for
kids, while others like Strawberry are more appropriate for teenagers.
See our May festival guide on the next page for all your options.

2. Come Well-stocked

Whether you’re going for a day or camping for a weekend, your festival
experience will be enhanced if you bring the right supplies. Make sure
to bring a large mat for the family to sit on, snacks for everyone, and
sweaters or other warmer clothing for the evening when the
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temperature cools down. Also, make a checklist beforehand of essential
items. The last thing you want is to have to leave a festival early because
you forgot something important. Also, remember to charge up your
phone before you head out.

3. Set up a Base

With multiple stages and on-site marketplaces, music festivals offer a
world for the family to explore. It’s a great environment for the curious,
but first things first – set up a spot to meet up that is easy to remember,
so that family members can split up if they wish. Take a walk as a family
through the entire festival grounds to help everyone get oriented and
decide collectively what the emergency meet up place will be.

4. Rock Out

So you’ve finally made it to the music festival and have figured out an
emergency meeting spot. What’s next? Having fun! Whether it’s
interacting with vendors, taking part in on-site activities or grooving to
the performances, music festivals are a celebration and one that can
give entire families a memorable experience they will never forget.

B.I.G. Carnival

This festival is a celebration of Asian pop and computer
games. Headlining are Hebe Tien and Yoga Lin from Taiwan,
as well as K-pop star Jay Park, who was absolutely amazing
when he performed at the inaugural Echo Park Festival. On
the gaming side, organizers are promising titles like Battle of
Balls, Just Dance, Need for Speed: No Limits and Overwatch.
> Apr 22-23, 11am-9pm, RMB280-450. Century Park, 1001 Jinxiu Lu, by
Huamu Lu 锦绣路1001号, 近花木路

Taihu MIDI Camp

The MIDI Festival was one of China’s first
modern music festivals and its innovative
legacy lives on in this three-day event on a
lakeside park in Suzhou. It's also one of the
few festivals to offer camping. Confirmed
acts include metal bands Whitechapel and
Noctiferia, but expect a diverse bill that
spans rock, metal, folk and electronic
music. Plus, there will be a swimming pool
on site.
> Apr 30-May 2, 11am-11pm, RMB150-180 (per
day) RMB400-450 (three-day pas). Taihu MIDI Camp,
Qiduzhen, Wujiang district 苏州市吴江区七都镇

JZ Spring

Over 100 local and international jazz musicians
converge in Jing’an for the first of JZ’s two annual music
festivals. Jazz stalwarts like the Brooklyn
Interdenominational Choir, Giovanni Tommaso Trio
and Peter Erskine Trio will be the headliners as part of
the Masters Concerts that take place each night at the
Shanghai Centre Theatre. However, there are plenty of
free performances and activities (including ones tailored
to families) happening throughout the weekend near
Jing’an Park, Jing An Kerry Centre and Reel Plaza.
> Apr 30-May 2, 10.30am-9.30pm, free entry (RMB180-280 for Masters
Concerts). Various locations.

Strawberry Music Festival

While details are still scarce, Modern Sky has announced
the return of their annual May holiday music festival to
Shanghai. Past editions have featured international acts
like Disclosure, Carley Rae Jepsen, The Hives, Justice and
Explosions in the Sky. As always, it would also serve as a
showcase for some of the label’s top acts like Queen Sea
Big Shark, RE:TROS and Hedgehog. Stay tuned for details
as they come at www.thatsmags.com/shanghai.
> Apr 29-May 1, 1-11pm, RMBTBA. Expo Park, 1750 Shibo Da Dao, 世博
大道1750号

GoStar International Festival
of Speed and Music
Taking place at Shanghai International
Circuit – the same Anting course that
hosts the Chinese F1 Grand Prix – this
festival is a celebration of music and
cars. Few details are available now, but
American rapper Tyga headlined last
year’s event.
> May 20-21, 1-9pm, RMBTBA. Shanghai
International Circuit, 2000 Yining Lu, by Jiadong
Automobile City 伊宁路2000号, 近嘉定汽车城
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Beauty and
the Beast
The Enchanted Fairytale is
Remade for the Big Screen
By Steven Hu

S

tarring Emma Watson and Dan Stevens, Beauty and the Beast is the long
awaited live-action adaptation of the
1991 Disney animation that won an Academy
Award for best original score.
The new film does a superb job of bringing to life
the pageantry and memorable characters of the
classic fairytale, with an all-star cast that includes
Ewan McGregor, Ian McKellan and Emma
Thompson. What makes this movie a Disney film
is its musical score, which director Bill Condon
and composer Alan Menken kept mostly intact
from the 1991 version, except for the addition of
three new songs. The new film also does well in
fleshing out both the Beast and Beauty’s pasts,
providing a deeper glimpse into both characters’
motivations.
For those unfamiliar with the tale, Beauty and
the Beast, revolves around Belle (Emma Watson),
an idealistic young woman living in the small
village of Villeneuve, France long, long ago. The
villagers consider her odd because unlike other
women, Belle is a headstrong ‘bookworm’ who is
rebuked in the opening scene for teaching a little
girl how to read. Watson’s character is
resourceful, persistent and courageous, and she
longs to leave behind her provincial life but can
only do so through the imaginary world of books.
She soon gets the chance to leave Villeneuve
when her father, Maurice (Kevin Kline), is
imprisoned by the Beast (Dan Stevens). Belle
succeeds in rescuing her father but is locked in
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the Beast’s enchanted castle. Unbeknown to
Belle, both the Beast and his castle are also
captives of a spell placed upon them years
before. To break the curse, the Beast must find
someone with whom he can fall in love.

Where beauty
and peace are
found, it is in
noble characters
like Belle and the
Beast
Aside from the gorgeous visuals and memorable
score, the film’s refrain on the notion of façade
serves as a reminder that there is more than
meets the eye. Where beauty and peace are
found, it is in noble characters like Belle and the
Beast. Despite the Beast being prone to bouts of
anger and violence, Belle sees his softer side, and

later discovers that he is also a book lover who
can effortlessly quote Shakespeare’s Romeo and
Juliet. However uplifting this film may be, the
updated (come on, it’s 2017!) Beauty and the
Beast still perpetuates a patriarchal view of
reality.
Even though one may be skeptical of whether
Belle’s feelings for the Beast are real or a result of
Stockholm Syndrome, the film’s central theme is
clear: love bonds. To genuinely love and to
sacrifice oneself to another is no simple thing for
a recluse like the Beast. Belle’s suitor, Gaston
(Luke Evans), and the entire village of Villeneuve
find his appearance repulsive; such is the
absurdity of hate that springs from ignorance. It
takes a virtuous character like Belle to model
humility and love, to show us that when we
spend time and energy listening and learning, we
realize what we feared is only a façade of our own
invention. In the end, it is love that changes
everything.
Catch the movie in theaters across China.

Once upon
an Expat
By Review by Ilona Dielis

Book Picks for Kids and Adults

The Boy who
Harnessed
the Wind
Review by Kendra Perkins

Can you imagine what it would be like to have no
electricity? Or how about no running water? This
was everyday life for young William Kamkwamba
and his family.
This powerful memoir tells the true story of
William as a teenager living in Malawi, a small
African nation wedged between Zambia,
Mozambique and Zimbabwe where farming is very
important to the local people’s survival.
Unfortunately, poor weather conditions frequently
fall onto the country, and when a devastating
drought strikes William's tiny village, his family
loses all of that year’s crop of corn.
Full of hope and determination, William decides he
is going to do something about it. He turns to a
book he finds at the local library called Using
Energy. This book fills him with enthusiasm when
he learns that windmills can create electricity and
pump water. He can’t read English very well, but
with the aid of diagrams he manages to teach
himself how to build a windmill. He does all this
despite the many challenges he faces along the way.
His neighbors, and even his mother think that his
plan is crazy!
Using parts that he finds in a scrapyard, including
repurposing a bicycle frame and parts from an old
tractor, he succeeds in building a windmill, light
switches and even a circuit breaker. This allows
their family to have light, and most importantly, to
pump the water that they so desperately need to
irrigate their farmland.
This New York Times bestselling memoir is an
inspiring story of perseverance. William refuses to
let go of the dreams he has for his family and for
his own future. With a love of science and for his
family, he was able to accomplish the unthinkable
while facing some of the toughest conditions on
the planet. This book will encourage any child to
consider how fortunate they are by feeling deep
empathy while reading about some of William’s
darkest moments in life, and to think about how
much they can strive to accomplish in their own
life. This book is ideal for children ages 10 to 14.

Once Upon an Expat by Canadian
expat mom Lisa Webb is an
entertaining collection of stories
from trailing spouses who have
raised their kids in foreign countries.
The Huffington Post writer
composed it with true tales from
expat families themselves – giving
everyone who has ever had a similar
experience something to relate to.
This tribe of expat moms takes you with them on their
adventures living in all corners of the world. The book is a
vivid showcase of the struggles expat families go through
when arriving in a new country. As a fellow expat, you will
find yourself nodding your head as these characters
successfully adapt to their new surroundings and laughing
when they tackle life’s most simple tasks abroad.
Nicole Webb’s story of living in China stands out as she
bluntly describes her experience: “Living in China will
probably never feel like home, but it can become your new
normal.” Yes, it took her a while to adjust, but she
overcame the urge to constantly express her irritation
when seeing kids relieve themselves in gutters or when
repeatedly hearing the sound of throat clearing. Her story
is described colorfully and is very relatable for laowai in
China.
This book will certainly give you a bit of relief to know you
aren’t alone. These women can relate to how it feels to
wheel your kids around a new city while being jetlagged
and under pressure to find that perfect school or
compound. It’s a feast of recognition; some of it
bittersweet while other parts will fill you with laughter.
An expat in Germany, Nitsa Olivadoti reflects on her
experience and says being an expat is “the bravest,
strangest, hardest and funniest thing you could ever
choose to do with your life.” Olivadoti struggles daily with
not knowing the local language. After a very confusing
encounter and broken conversation with a very sweet, old
German lady at a bus stop, Olivadoti concludes that while
the locals are very kind, she is just simply lost when it
comes to communication. She attempts to pretend and
nod along while listening to their intricate stories, all the
while wondering what gave them the impression she
could understand German, a conflict for many expats who
are not familiar with their new country’s local language.
This book is a page-turner full of nostalgia. What makes it
so enjoyable is the honesty of the writers. While not filled
with practical advice, the book is a great read for expats,
especially moms. Expect funny and embarrassing
situations, a hint of gloating and a whole lot of lasting
friendships.
These books are available on www.amazon.com

Kendra Perkins is Coordinator for the Shanghai Librarians Network,
Ambassador of China for the International Librarians Network and
a Head Librarian. Find her at www.TheInspiredLibrarian.com
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Urban Scenes

YCIS Shanghai’s University Fest
More than 700 students from around the city attended the 2nd Annual YCIS
Shanghai University Fest at the school’s Gubei Campus. Originally set to host
70 institutions, demand from universities worldwide expanded the YCIS event
to host over 120 universities, including a number of prestigious and Ivy League
schools. Throughout the event, workshops were available for students and parents on topics such as ‘Differences between US College Essays and UK Personal
Statements’ and ‘Differences in Types of Universities.’ An NFL group was also
onsite to host American football games for visiting families, and a range of food
vendors kept families well-fed while they took advantage of the valuable opportunity to become better prepared for the next big step in the students’ educational
journey.

Shanghai Concord Bilingual School Opening
Shanghai Concord Bilingual School will open its doors September 1, 2017 and is
the first private bilingual school in Huangpu District. Located close to Xintiandi, Concord offers a bilingual curriculum combining compulsory Chinese
curriculum with access to IGCSE and A-levels in preparation for positions at top
universities all over the world. They have announced the appointment of Ms. Gail
Denham as executive principal, who has over 30 years of experience in education
and was the former head of lower school at Concord College UK.
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Four NAIS Pudong Students Selected for United
Nations Trip
Four lucky students have been selected as ambassadors to represent NAIS Pudong
in the UN’s High Level Political Forum on sustainable development in New York
in July 2017. UNICEF have invited up to 80 Nord Anglia Education students from
across the 43 schools to participate in this event and we were lucky to be allocated four student places. Sammi Huang, I-Zac Lee (both Year 13), Benedicte Vestrum
and Fernanda Bravo (both Year 12) are the lucky students who have been selected.
They have all demonstrated dedication and passion for internationalism, Model
UN and the Sustainable Development Goals and we look forward to them working with other students at NAIS Pudong to ensure that the entire community can
benefit from their experience.

The LEGO Group Expands Shanghai Office
Danish toy manufacturer LEGO has revealed its new office in Shanghai. This is
one of the company’s five head offices around the world, which was first established in 2014 to support LEGO’s business in China. The recent move to a new
and bigger space is the result the company’s growth over the past few years.
Meanwhile, they’ve also increased the number of employees in China from 80 to
200.

Dulwich College Shanghai International Food Fair

SSIS Holds Preschool Games Day

The Friends of Dulwich Annual International Food Fair was held on Friday, March
17. There were over 35 countries represented at the event, and hundreds of volunteers came out to show their support. The school’s Upper Gym was transformed
into a scene of deliciousness: everything from samosas, vegemite sandwiches
and raclette to exotic flavors of ice cream were served on the menu.

The Shanghai Singapore International School organized a Minhang Preschool
Games Day in the gymnasium on Friday, March 24. Students and their parents
joined in on various games for fun while being active. The event was designed to
spark the students and parents’ interest in sports and to develop their courage,
determination and sportsmanship. The fun day included activities based on fundamental movement skills like crawling, jumping and balancing.

BISS Puxi Students Participate in ACAMIS Swim Meet

Wellington Hosts 3rd Annual Arts Festival

Thirty swimmers from the British International School in Shanghai took part at
the ACAMIS 2017 Swim Meet in Suzhou. Students under age 13 raced at Suzhou
Singapore International School while the over-13 age group competed at Dulwich
College Suzhou. Despite having just 30 participants, the British International
School placed 9th out of 22 schools. A great event for the students as the swimmers made 95 pbs, broke 12 individual records and five swim team relay records.

Wellington College concluded the 3rd annual Arts Festival with a ‘WellingTen’
style assembly on Friday, March 17. Famous film director Kirk Jones was a key
speaker at the movie-centric event. He stressed the importance for students to be
persistent when striving to create opportunities towards success in the industry.
The festival itself covered other aspects of the filmmaking industry, such as acting, movie pitching, storytelling and more.
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Submit your event listings to urbanfamily@urbanatomy.com

Apr 11-May 10

ARTS

Apr 14-15

ARTS

Wicked

Giselle

Stephen Schwartz’s hit musical goes back to the Land of Oz, telling the
stories of the Wicked Witch of the West and Glinda the Good Witch. While
the film paints the Wicked Witch as a villain, Wicked has fun with its story
by recasting her as a victim of the Wizard’s corrupt government. The show
has already won three Tony Awards and has been seen by more than two
million people.

The romantic ballet was first performed in 1841 at Salle Le Peletier in Paris.
The show remains hugely popular with Shanghai Ballet reviving choreographer Marius Petipa’s version, which he staged with the Imperial Ballet in St.
Petersburg in the late 19th century.
> Apr 14-15, 7.30pm, RMB80-680. Shanghai International Dance Center, 1650 Hongqiao Lu, by
Shuicheng Lu 虹桥路1650号, 近水城路 (400 610 3721, en.damai

> Apr 11-May 10, 7.15pm (Tues-Sun) and 2pm (Sat-Sun). Shanghai Culture Square, 36 Yongjia
Lu, by Jianguo Lu 永嘉路36号, 近建国路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

Apr 13-16

ARTS

Anatomy of a Piano
Since its 2013 premiere at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, this one-man piano performance has toured the UK, Australia and Malaysia. A family spinoff was created in 2015 that features Bach’s cave piano and a jam with ‘Fats’
Waller. Suitable for ages 4 and up.
> Apr 13-16, 7.30pm (10.30am and 2.30pm on Sat-Sun), RMB230. A.S.K. (Art Space for Kids),
Hubnovo, 3/F, Block 5, 1898 Gonghexin Lu, by Shangchang Nan Lu 共和新路1898号5号楼3
楼, 近商场南路 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)

Apr 13-16

ARTS
Wind

Theatre Madam Bach’s hit family show returns to Shanghai. Appropriate
for ages 2-6 years old, Wind is a show of the senses, with children going on a
journey through changing images from a warm summer breeze to a major
storm.
> Apr 13-16, 7.30pm (Thurs-Fri), 5pm (Fri-Sun), 10.30am and 3.30pm (Sat-Sun), RMB180.
Shanghai Children’s Art Theatre, 800 Miaojiang Lu, by Xizang Nan Lu 苗江路800号, 近西藏南
路 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)
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Apr 14-16 and 21-22

ARTS

The Feather Catcher
This innovative show by Filksit Theater follows Freda, a girl who loves feathers, but there’s one very special feather that she just can’t catch. In this tale
of friendship, she recruits Greta to help her on her quest. While the show
is non-verbal, it’s able to tell its story through live music and projection.
Appropriate for kids three and up, and there’s a chance for kids to stay after
the show and play with the performers.
> Apr 14-16 and 21-22, 7.30pm (Fri) 2.30pm and 4.30pm (Sat-Sun) 10.30am (Apr 22),
RMB300-400 (for two to three tickets). Little Player Theater, LM20, M Floor, The Place, 100
Zunyi Lu, by Ziyun Lu 遵义路100号虹 桥南丰城南区M层LM20, 近紫云路 (5046 2471,
247tickets.cn)

Apr 21

ARTS

Smurfs: The Lost Village
In this computer animated reboot of the iconic comic books series,
Smurfette and friends discover a mysterious map to a lost village inhabited
by other smurfs. They go on an adventure to find it before the evil wizard
Gargamel does. Stars Demi Lovato, Julair Roberts, Mandy Patinkin and
more.

Apr 29-30

ARTS

A Little Turtle
This heartwarming adventure follows a little turtle who is trying to reunite
with his mother. In the non-verbal show, audiences will watch its encounters with creatures like starfish, an octopus and sharks, as well as sounds
from the sea. Suitable for kids from 6 months to 6 years old.

> Opens across theaters nationwide.

> Apr 29-30, 10.30am/2.30pm/4.30pm, RMB280-380 (for two-three tickets). Little Player
Theater, LM20, M Floor, The Place, 100 Zunyi Lu, by Ziyun Lu 遵义路100号虹 桥南丰城南区
M层LM20, 近紫云路 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)

Apr 21-May 7

May 5-7

ARTS

The Polar Bears Go Wild
The sequel to the hit family show, The Polar Bears Go Wild follows two intrepid explorers in the Arctic. When a balloon appears, they are delighted.
However, when they lose it, they must explore unknown territory - the sky
above their heads. Suitable for children 2-5 years old.
> Apr 21-May 7, 7.30pm (Fri-Sat) 10.30am and 2.30pm (Sat-Sn) 5.30pm (Sun). A.S.K. (Art Space
for Kids), Hubnovo, 3/F, Block 5, 1898 Gonghexin Lu, by Shangchang Nan Lu 共和新路1898号
5号楼3楼, 近商场南路 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)

ARTS

Twelfth Night
For over a decade, UK-based theater group TNT Theater has amassed a loyal
following thanks to numerous tours of China. They’re back and premiering
their adaptation of one of Shakespeare’s greatest comedies.
> May 5-7, 7.30pm (with 2pm matinee show on Saturday). Shanghai Grand Theatre, 300
Renmin Da Dao, by Huangpi Bei Lu 人民大道300号, 近黄陂北路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.
cn)

Apr 28-30

May 6-7

SPORTS

ARTS

Shanghai Longines Global Championship

Standards by Pierre Rigal

The world’s premier show jumpers battle for big prize money and are jockeying for supremacy of the Longines Global Champions Tour (LGCT), as it
returns to Shanghai for the third straight year.
> Apr 28-30, 11am and 2pm (Fri), 11am and 3pm (Sat), 9.30am and noon (Sun), RMB380-800.
Shanghai World Expo Equestrian Park, Shangnan Lu, by Xueye Lu 上南路, 近雪野路 (400 610
3721, en.damai.cn)

Hip hop dance company Compagnie Dernière Minute presents choreographer Pierre Rigal’s piece featuring eight dancers that literally form a population by interacting with a flag. Through movement, Standards explores the
relationship between the individual and the universal.
> May 6-7, 7.30pm, RMB80-580. Shanghai Art Theater, 466 Jiangning Lu, by Kangding Lu 江宁
路466号, 近康定路 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)
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May 13

COMMUNITY
More than Aware Family Fun Run
The Shanghai-based breast cancer awareness organization hosts its fifth annual Family Fun Run. Kids of all ages are welcome to take part with proceeds
going to More than Aware’s numerous wellness initiatives. Registration
closes on May 1 or when tickets sell out.
> May 13, 7.30am, RMB150 (for adults) RMB50 (for kids 3-9 years old) free entry (for children
under 5 years old). Century Park - Gate 7, 1001 Jinxiu Lu, by Huamu Lu 锦绣路1001号, 近花
木路 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)

May 31

ARTS

Cinderella
The Russian State Ballet takes on one of the most popular fairy tales of all
time. This hit adaptation has toured the world, winning praise for its exquisite costumes and sets.
> May 31, 7.15pm, RMB80-880. Shanghai Oriental Art Center, 425 Dingxiang Lu, by Shijie
Dadao 丁香路425号, 近世纪大道 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)

May 13

June 1

IAAF Diamond League Shanghai

Peter Pan on Ice

As one of the 14 meetings in the inaugural Diamond League, Shanghai has
welcomed elite track and field athletes like Usain Bolt, Tyson Gay and hometown hero Liu Xiang to this premier track and field competition.

Neverland hits the rink thanks to this adaptation by the world-renowned
Russian Ice Stars. See beloved (and less beloved) characters from the classic
fantasy adventure like Wendy, Tinkerbell and Captain Hook on the ice.

> May 13, 6pm, RMB50-680. Shanghai Stadium, 666 Tianyaoqiao Lu, by Lingling Lu 天钥桥路
666号, 近零陵路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

> June 1, 2.30pm and 7.30pm, RMB100-580. Mercedes-Benz Arena, 1200 Shibo Dadao, by
Yaohua Lu 世博大道1200号, 近耀华路 (5046 2471, 247tickets.cn)

Advertorial

SPORTS

ARTS

May 9

COMMUNITY
BISS Puxi EYFS and Primary School Open
Day (Ages 2-11)
Come and find out what makes BISS Puxi different at their Open Day for
Early Years Foundation Stage and Primary School (Ages 2-11). Their highly
skilled teachers create a nurturing, child-centered environment where the
emphasis is on developing lively, positive and enquiring minds. Visit on
Tuesday, May 9, from 9-11am to get a taste of what their EYFS and Primary
School programme can offer your child.
Come along with your child to explore their purpose built learning spaces,
discover their high standards of teaching and support and to see firsthand
how BISS Puxi supports your child’s learning and development. You will
have the chance to meet the staff and ask them all your questions.
You can register your place at the open day via email at openday@bisspuxi.
com or calling 5226 3211 ext 1510 for more information. Please register by
Wednesday 3 May 2017.
> May 9, 9am-11am, free entry, www.bisspuxi.com/openday
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listings
Education
Early Childhood Education
Canada & China International
School Affiliated with the

Vancouver International Educational
Development Centre. Whole day
kindergarten program for ages 3
to 6, 9am - 3.30pm. After school
programs available on weekends:
Emergent Art, Science, Drama and
Literature. Block B,C,D,F, 3/F, 1399
Beijing Xi Lu 北京西路1399号3楼
B,C,D,F座 (3207 1135)
International Play Point @ Longbai
GB2, Bldg 2, Longbai Service Apts,
2461 Hongqiao Lu 龙柏IPP, 虹桥路
2461号2号楼GB2 (6268 8320)
Shanghai babyArt Education
Management Consulting Co., Ltd.
Room 705, Bldg A, Hongqiao Flourish
Lotus Plaza, 1050 Wuzhong Lu 吴中
路1050号虹桥盛世莲花广场A幢705室
(5422 1000, www.babyart.cn)
Totsgarten Play Center Odin Palace,
Branch 88, Club House, 3001
Hongmei Lu 奥玎亲子坊早教中心,
虹梅路3001弄88支弄奥玎花园会所
(6401 8381, www.totsgarten.com)

Kindergartens
American Kindergarten Stars and
Stripes 138 Yingbin San Lu 迎
宾三路138号 (6268 5006, www.

starsandstripes.cn, info@USL.com)
Bright Start Academy 2/F, 10-3
Cangwu Lu, by Tianlin Lu 苍梧路10号
3幢2楼, 近田林路 (6451 7908, www.

kidsbrightstart.com)
Century Star Bilingual Kindergarten
169 Boshan Dong Lu, by Jujiaqiao
Lu 博山东路169号, 近居家桥路 (5850
6698, www.shsjx.com)
China Welfare Institution
Kindergarten 1361 Xiuyan Lu, by
Hunan Lu 秀沿路1361号, 近沪南路
(6819 2362, www.cwikin.com)
Dulwich College Kindergarten
Shanghai 425 Lan’an Lu, by Biyun Lu
蓝桉路425号, 近碧云路 (5899 9910,

www.dulwichcollege.cn)
Fortune Kindergarten International
School 1) 55 Lancun Lu 蓝村路55号
(5875 1212, www.fkis.com.cn) 2)
201 Donghuan Long Lu 东环龙路201

号(5039 8797) 3) 2151 Lianhua Lu 莲
花路2151号 (5458 0508)
Happy Bridge Kindergarten 489
Huaiyin Lu, by Linquan Lu 淮阴路
489号, 近林泉路 (6223 8870, www.
happybridge.org)
Harvest Baby Kindergarten 149

Hengbang Lu, by Tiantong'an Lu 横
浜路149号, 近天潼庵路 (6587 8662)
Learning Habitat Bilingual
Kindergarten Block C, Blue Sky Villa,
1980 Hongqiao Lu, by Hongmei Lu
虹桥路1980号蓝天别墅C幢 近虹梅路
(6262 7668, www.learninghabitat.

org)
Little Eton Bilingual Kindergarten
592 Wanping Nan Lu, by Lingling Lu
宛平南路592号 近零陵路 (6469 0445,

www.little-eton.com, little-eton@
eastday.com)
Maryland Kindergarten 1/F&3/F,
Bldg 4, 1838 Gubei Lu, by Wuzhong
Lu 古北路1838弄4号楼1F&3F, 近吴中
路 (6270-1378, marylandsh@hotmail.

co.jp)
Merrykids Kindergarten No.42, 21
Pubei Lu, by Liuzhou Lu 浦北路21弄
42号, 近柳州路 (6483 0206, www.
merrykids.com)
Montessori Children’s House

English-German-Mandarin classes.
7.30am - 4.40pm. 56 Lingshan Lu, by
Yinshan Lu and Yunshan Lu 灵山路
56号, 近银山路和云山路
Montessori School of Shanghai 1)
Qingpu Campus: 1230 Zhuguang
Lu 诸光路1230号 (5988 6688, www.
montessorisos.com) 2) 21 Donghu
Lu 东湖路21号 (5403 7699, www.

montessorisos.com)
Morgan Rothschild Childcare Center
Bldg 161, 1358 Huqingping Gong Lu
沪青平公路1358号161幢 (6976 1000
ext 10/88, www.morganrothschild.

com)
SCIS Hongqiao ECE Campus 2212
Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路2212号(6261
4338, Fax: 6261 4639)
Shanghai Angels Kindergarten 281
Panlong Cun 蟠龙村281号 (5988
3458, www.angels.org.cn)
Shanghai Greenfield Kindergarten
1980 Hongqiao Lu, by Hongmei Lu
虹桥路1980号, 近虹梅路 (6261 4446)

Shanghai Ladder Bilingual
Kindergarten 910 Yingkou Lu, by
Xiangyin Lu 营口路910号, 近翔殷路
(6534 7515)
Tweety's English School No 66, 60
Jinhui Nan Lu, by Wuzhong Lu 金汇
南路60弄66号, 近吴中路 (6406 0846)
Shanghai Montessori Kindergarten

No. 20, 1117 Zhuguang Lu 诸光路
1117弄20号 (3319 9422, www.s-m-k.
org, montessorikindergarten@yahoo.
com.cn)
Shanghai Victoria Kindergarten 1)
No. 1, 71 Huating Lu, by Huaihai
Zhong Lu 华亭路71弄1号, 近淮海中
路 (5403 6901, www.victoria.edu.
hk) 2) No. 15, 155 Baocheng Lu 宝
城路155弄15号 (5415 2228, www.
victoria.edu.hk) 3) No. 38, 39 Yinxiao
Lu 银霄路39弄38号 (5045 9084,
www.victoria.edu.hk) 4) No. 81, 300
Gumei Lu 古美路300弄81号 (6401
1084, www.victoria.edu.hk)
Shanghai Weihai Kindergarten
International Division Ages 3-6,

Bilingual English/Chinese classrooms,
Montessori-based Curriculum. 730
Weihai Lu, by Shaanxi Bei Lu 威海路
730号, 近陕西北路
Phone: Mr. Kobe (136 4175 2501)
Email: happyweihai@gmail.com
WuNan Kindergarten International
School 14 Wulumuqi Nan Lu 乌鲁木
齐南路14号 (6433 7993)
YCIS Shanghai Kindergarten 1)
HongQiao Campus: 11 Shuicheng
Lu, by Hongqiao Lu 水城路11号, 近
虹桥路 (6242 3243, enquiry@sh.ycef.
com) 2) Regency Park Campus: 1817
Huamu Lu 花木路1817号 (5033 1900,

enquiry@sh.ycef.com)

International Schools
Britannica International School
Shanghai 1988 Gubei Nan
Lu, by Wuzhong Lu 古北南路
1988号, 近吴中路 (6402 7889,

www.britannicashanghai.com,
admissions@britannicashanghai.com)
Harrow International School
Shanghai Harrow Shanghai is a

co-educational school providing a
British independent style education.
Currently open from Pre-Nursery to
Year 10, the Sixth Form, offering
A-levels, and boarding open in

August 2017. 588 Gaoxi Lu, by
Lansong Lu 高西路588号, 近兰嵩
路 (6881 8282 / 189 1622 9776,
admissions@harrowshanghai.cn,
www.harrowshanghai.cn)
The British International School
Shanghai, Puxi 111 Jinguang Lu
金光路111号 (5226 3211, www.

bisshanghai.com admissions@
bisspuxi.com)
Nord Anglia International School
Shanghai, Pudong 600 Cambridge
Forest New Town, 2729 Hunan
Lu 沪南公路2729弄康桥半岛600号
(5812 7455, www.naispudong.com

enquiries@naispudong.com)
Capistrano Valley China SH School

No.390 Dong Ti Yu Hui Road 东体
育会路390号( 6199 9140, www.
cvcschool.cn, info@cvcschool.cn
Concordia International School
Shanghai 999 Mingyue Lu, by
Huangyang Lu 明月路999号, 近黄
杨路 (5899 0380, www.ciss.com.cn,

admissions@ciss.com.cn)
Deutsche Schule Shanghai No 30,
399 Zhuguang Lu 诸光路399弄30号
(3976 0555, www.ds-shanghai.org.

cn, info@ds-shanghai.org.cn)
Dulwich College International
School 266 Lan’an Lu, by Mingyue
Lu 蓝桉路266号 近明月路 (5899
9910, www.dulwich-shanghai.cn,

admissions@dulwich-shanghai.cn)
Livingston American School 580
Ganxi Lu 甘溪路580号 (6238 3511,
www.laschina.org, Info@laschina.
org)
LYCÉE FRANÇAIS DE SHANGHAI 1)
350 Gaoguang Lu 高光路350号 (3976
0555, http://ef.shanghai.online.fr) 2)
Bldg D, 1555 Jufeng Lu 巨峰路1555D
楼 (6897 6589)
Hong Qiao International School 218
Yili Nan Lu, by Lanbaoshi Lu 伊犁南路
218号, 近蓝宝石路 (6268 2074, 6268
3121, www.hqis.org)
Shanghai American School 1)
Pudong Campus: 1600 Lingbai Gong
Lu 凌白公路1600号 (6221 1445,
www.saschina.org) 2) Puxi Campus:
258 Jinfeng Lu, by Beiqing Gong Lu
金丰路258号, 近北青公路 (6221 1445,
www.saschina.org)
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Shanghai Community International
School 1) Hongqiao Campus:
1161 Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路1161号
(Tel: 6261-4338) 2) Hongqiao ECE
Campus: 2212 Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路
2212号 (Tel: 6295-1222) 3) Pudong
Campus: 198 Hengqiao Lu 横桥路
198号 (Tel: 5812-9888) www.scis-

his.org

admission@scis-his.org

Shanghai Rego International School
1) 159 Diannan Lu 淀南路159号
(5488 8320, www.srisrego.com) 2)
189 Dongzha Lu, by Shuying Lu 东
闸路189号, 近疏影路 (5488 3431,

www.srisrego.com)
Shanghai Singapore International
School 1) Minhang Campus: 301
Zhujian Lu 朱建路301号 (6221 9288,
www.ssis.cn , info@ssis.cn) 2) Xuhui
Campus: 1455 Huajing Lu 华泾路
1455号 (6496 5550, www.ssis.cn ,

info@ssis.cn)
Shanghai United International
School 1) Hongqiao Campus: 999
Hongquan Lu, by Jinhui Lu 虹泉路
999号, 近金汇路 (3431 0090, www.
suis.com.cn) 2) Gubei Secondary
Campus: 248 Hongsong Dong Lu
红松东路248号 (5175 3030, www.
suis.com.cn) 3) Pudong Campus: 48
Xueye Lu 雪野路48号(5886 9990,
www.suis.com.cn) 4) Shangyin
Campus: 185 Longming Lu龙茗路185
号 (5417 8143, www.suis.com.cn)
5) Jiao Ke Secondary Campus: 55
Wanyuan Lu 万源路55号 (6480 9986,

www.suis.com.cn)
Western International School
of Shanghai 555 Lianmin Lu, by
Huqingping Gong Lu 联民路555
号, 近沪青平公路 (6976 6388, 6976
6969, www.wiss.cn admission@wiss.

cn)
Wellington College International
Shanghai 1500 Yaolong Lu, by
Haiyang Xi Lu 耀龙路1500号, 近
海阳西路 (021-51853885, www.

wellingtoncollege.cn, admissions.
shanghai@wellingtoncollege.cn)
Yew Chung International School of
Shanghai 1) 18 Ronghua Xi Dao, by
Shuicheng Nan Lu 荣华西道18号,近水
城南路 (2226 7666 ext 2345, www.
ycef.com, enquiry@ycef.com) 2)
Century Park Campus: 1433 Dongxiu
Lu, by Jinhe Lu 东绣路1433号, 近
锦和路 (2226 7666 ext 2345 www.
ycef.com, enquiry@ ycef.com) 3)
Hongqiao Campus: 11 Shuicheng Lu,
by Hongqiao Lu 水城路11号, 近虹桥
路 (2226 7666 ext 2345, www. ycef.
com, enquiry@ycef.com) 4) Pudong:
Regency Park, 1817 Huamu Lu, by
Liushan Lu 花木路1817号, 近柳杉
路 (2226 7666 ext 2345, www.ycef.

com, enquiry@ycef.com)
YK Pao School No. 20, 1251 Wuding
Xi Lu 武定西路1251弄20号 (6167
1999, www.ykpaoschool.cn)

Language Center
Panda Chinese Language & Culture
Training Centre iMandarin“ Ting Bu
Dong” is Long gone! 1) Shanghai
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Centre Campus: Suite 720-721,
1376 Nanjing Xi Lu 南京西路1376
号720-721室 (3222 1028, www.
iMandarin.net, study@imandarin.net)
2) Yuandong Campus: Room 1916,
Bldg B, 317 Xianxia Lu, by Gubei
Lu 仙霞路317号B座1916室, 近古北
路 (5239 2807, www.iMandarin.net,
study@imandarin.net) 3) Xintiandi
Campus: Suite 1708, Shui On Plaza,
333 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Madang
lu 淮海中路333号瑞安广场1708室 近
马当路 (3308 0508, www.iMandarin.
net, study@imandarin.net) 4) Gubei
Campus: Suite C207, Shang-Mi Ra
Commercial Centre, 2633 Yan’an Xi
Lu, by Shuicheng Nan Lu 延安西路
2633号美丽华商务中心C207室, 近水
城南路 (3223 1046, www.iMandarin.
net, study@imandarin.net) 5) Suite
2312, Bank of China Tower, 200
Yincheng Zhong Lu, by Lujazui Dong
Lu 银城中路200号中银大厦2312室
近陆家嘴东路 (5037 2711, www.
iMandarin.net, study@imandarin.
net) 6) 1779 Yunshan Lu, by Biyun
Lu 云山路1779号 近碧云路 (6105
9572, www.iMandarin.net, study@
imandarin.net)
Mandarin House Chinese Schools

International quality accredited
Chinese language programs.
Whether at your office, home or
our conveniently-located schools;
learn practical and modern Chinese
with experienced teachers. Effective
courses include: Conversational
Chinese, Written Chinese, Business
Chinese, HSK Preparation and tailormade Private Tutoring to meet your
specific needs. Mandarin House is an
official registered HSK testing center
as well. Call us or visit our school and
see why more than 20,000 people
have chosen Mandarin House for
learning Chinese!
People's Square:
12/F, 650 Hankou Lu
汉口路650号亚洲大厦12层

Hongqiao:
Room 538, 321 Honggu Lu
虹古路321号538室
Xujiahui:
8/F, 88 Caoxi Bei Lu
漕溪北路88号圣爱广场801室
Pudong Lujiazui:
11F, 1088 Pudong Nan Lu
浦东南路1088号中融大厦1107&09室
info@mandarinhouse.com
www.mandarinhouse.com

Family Fun
JJMAX Party Zone Originally known
for their tremendous amount of
bouncy castles and carnival game
company and an event planner
company focusing on birthday
parties. Now JJMAX has their own
venue, JJMAX Party Zone can hold
a family fun day events, workshops
and birthdays. Opened in Fall and
there has already several events held,
Christmas Party, kids workshop and
of course, birthday party. Our 600m2
space can fit up to 200 people with
outdoors and indoor facility. JJMAX

Party Zone delivers a safe, spacious
and open venue for anyone that
wants to hold their party or event. A
spacious nice venue for your event in
Jin Qiao!
Website: www.jj-maxplanner.cn or
www.jj-max.com
Email: info@jj-max.com
Address: Greenhills Clubhouse 1, 418
East Jinxiu Road Jinqiao – Pudong
地址: 云间绿大地 1号会所 锦绣东路
418号 金桥 – 浦东
Hotline: 400-1100-190

Chiropractic-ESI Spinal Clinic MonFri 9am- 8pm, Sat- Sun 9am- 1pm.
551 Pudong Nan Lu 浦东南路551号
(5879 9999)
Global HealthCare Medical & Dental
Center – Puxi Suite 303, Eco City
1788 Nanjing Xi Lu, by Wulumuqi
Bei Lu (5298 6339, 5298 0593) 南京
西路1788号1788国际中心303室, 近乌
鲁木齐北路
Global HealthCare Medical &
Dental Center – Pudong Shop 212,

Shanghai World Financial Center,
100 Shiji Dadao, by Lujiazui Huan Lu
(6877 5093, 6877 5993 ) 世纪大道
100号上海环球金融中心商场212室,
近陆家嘴环路
Healthway Family Medical Centre

Mon-Sun, 8am - 11.30am, 1.30pm5pm 1) 1228 Biyun Lu 碧云路1228
号 (5030 1699, 800 988 1103)
2) 371 Xinzha Lu 新闸路371号
(6359 1082, 800 988 1103, www.
healthwaychina.com)

The Genius Workshop The Genius

Workshop offers technology
related classes for ages 3-14. Topics
include Lego engineering, robotics,
animation and video game design.
After school, weekend and holiday
programs available.1) Pudong: Unit
105, 1/F, 1099 Meihua Lu, (5033
3053) 2) Hongmei: Unit 504, 5/
F, 3211Hongmei Lu., (6446 6766)
3) Huangpu: Unit 38-40, 3F, SML
Center, 618 Xujiahui Lu., (6126
6526). 4) L208, 2/F, North District,The
Place, 100 Zunyi Lu., (6278 0655).
Call now to book a free trial class.
www.g-workshop.com.cn

Homeware
OTTO Packing & Transport Co., Ltd
Office move experts, over 300

office relocations annually, each
project over 300 headcounts. We
provide professional International,
domestic and local household goods
relocation service and office move.
As well as warehousing and records
managements service. OTTO has
headquartered office in Beijing,
branch office in Shanghai and
Guangzhou. Tel: 8621-54246872,
Mob: 13801604452, Email: eason.
luo@ottochina.com, Hotline:
4008101279, http://www.ottochina.
com

International Medical Care Center
of Shanghai Mon-Fri, 8am-4pm First
People’s Hospital, 585 Jiulong Lu 九
龙路585号上海第一人民医院 (6324
3852)
Jiahui Clinic (Jing’an) Located in
the heart of Shanghai’s vibrant
downtown, Jiahui Clinic offers
outpatient services including family
medicine, pediatrics, dermatology,
ear-nose-throat, eye, dentistry,
nutrition, mental health, and medical
imaging. Jiahui’s professional team
comes from China and around the
world, can speak multiple languages,
and has decades of experience.
Here, transparent and quality health
care is offered at the best value.
Mon-Sat, 9am-6pm; Sun, 9am-1pm.
88 Changshu Road, Suite 101, by
Changle Road (2285 2800) http://
www.jiahui.com常熟路88号101室，近
长乐路
New Vison Eye Clinic Mon-Fri 8am5pm. Plaza C, No. 777, Centruy
Avenue, by Nanquan Bei Lu 世纪大
道777号广场C, 近南泉北路 (www.

rjeye.com)
Shanghai DeltaWest Clinic Building
B-5F, 2558 Yan’ an Xi Lu 延安西路
2558号B座5层 (400 821 0277/ 2213
9777, www.deltahealth.com.cn,

patientservice@deltahealth.com.cn)

Health
Health Services
AmMed Cancer Center 20/F,

Shanghai Ruijin Hospital OPD, 197
Ruijin Er Lu 瑞金二路197号瑞金医院门
诊大楼20楼 (6415 5988, www.ruijinammed.com)
Bioscor Shanghai Clinic No. 5, 89
Xingguo Lu 兴国路89弄5号 (6431
8899, www.bioscor.com.cn, info@
bioscor.com.cn) 9am-6pm

ParkwayHealth Medical & Dental
Centers 24/7 Hotline 6445 5999
1) Mon-Fri, 9am-7pm.
Sat - Sun, 9am-5pm

Gleneagles Medical and Surgical
Center, Tomorrow Square 4/F, 389
Nanjing Xi Lu
2) Mon-Fri, 9am-7pm
Sat & Sun, 9am-5pm
Hong Qiao Medical Center, 2258
Hong Qiao Lu.
3) Medical Center
Mon-Fri, 9am-7pm
Sat & Sun, 9am-5pm
Dental Center
Mon - Sun, 8.30am-7.30pm
Shanghai Centre Medical & Dental
Centers, 203-4 West Retail Plaza,
1376 Nanjing Xi Lu.
4) Mon-Sat, 9am-7pm
After Hours Care (Primary Care)
Mon-Sun, 7pm-9am.
Specialty and Inpatient Center, 3F,
170 Danshui Lu. (near Xintiandi)
5) Medical Center
Mon-Fri, 8.30am-7pm
Sat & Sun, 9am-5pm
Dental Center
Mon-Fri, 8.30am-7pm
Sat & Sun, 9am-5pm
Jin Qiao Medical & Dental Center,
997, Biyun Lu, Jin Qiao, Pudong
6) Mon-Fri, 9am-7pm
Sat, 9am-5pm
Jin Mao Tower Medical Center,
(Close to Gate 15) 1N01(B) Jin Mao
Tower, No.88 Shiji Dadao, Pudong
New Area
Shanghai United Family Hospital
and Clinics 1) Mon-Sat: 8.30am5.30pm 1139 Xianxia Lu, by Qingxi
Lu 仙霞路1139号, 近青溪路 (2216
3900, 2216 3999) 2) Mon-Sat 9am5pm Shanghai Racquet Club, Lane
555 Jinfeng Lu, by Baole Lu 金丰路
555弄上海网球俱乐部内, 近保乐路 3)
Mon-Sat: 8.30am-5.30pm 1/F, area A
& B, 525 Hongfeng Lu, by Mingyue
Lu 红枫路525号A&B区1楼, 近明月
路 (5030 9907) 4) Mon-Sat: 8am5.30pm 8 Quankou Lu, by Linquan
Lu 泉口路8号, 近林泉路 (www.ufh.

com.cn)
SinoUnited Health, Physiotherapy,
Orthopaedics, Sports Medicine 1)
Gubei Clinic: 491 Yili Nan Lu, by
Huangjincheng Dadao 伊犁南路491
号 近黄金城道 (6124 9979) 2)Jinqiao
Clinic: No. 16, 300 Hongfeng Lu, by
Biyun Lu 金桥红枫路300弄16号, 近碧
云路 (5030 7810) 3) Shanghai Centre
(Portman) Clinic: Suite 601, Shanghai
Centre, 1376 Nanjing Xi Lu 南京西
路1376号上海商城西峰601室(6279
8920)
Shanghai ConBio Aesthetic Surgery
Hospital 259 Xikang Lu 西康路259
号 (6289 5163, 6289 5165, www.

chinameirong.com/english)
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women and Infants Center;
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women's Hospital 8am-5pm 24/7,
1209 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Donghu
Lu 淮海中路1209号, 近东湖路 (6196
3333, marketing@redleafhospital.

com, www.redleafhosptial.com)
Sunshine Children's Clinic 85 Yili
Nan Lu, by Guyang Lu 伊犁南路85号,
近古羊路 (5477 6480)

TOKUSHINKAI Dental Clinic 1)
Jing’an: 2/F, Pacheer Commercial
Center, 555 NanjingXi Lu, by
Chengdu Bei Lu 10am-6pm (63400270, 6340-0290) 2) Jinqiao: 160
Lan'an Lu, by Biyun Lu 10am-10pm
(6340-0270, 6340-0290) 3) Lianyang:
1192-1198 Dingxiang Lu, by
Fangdian Lu 10am-10pm (6856 1040
| 6856 1045) 4) Hongqiao: 3/F Maxdo
Center, 8 Xingyi Lu, by Xianxia Lu
(5208-0208, 5208-0218)10am-8pm
5) Greenway: 4/F Shanghai Times
Square, 93 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by
Liulin Lu (3366-6129) 9.30am-6pm 6)
Takashimaya: 5/F,Takashimaya, 1438
Hongqiao Lu, by Manao Lu (6268
2286) 1) 南京西路555号555商厦2楼,
近成都北路 2) 蓝桉路160号, 近碧云
路 3) 丁香路1192-1198号, 近芳甸路
4) 兴义路8号万都商城3楼, 近仙霞路 5)
淮海中路93号大上海时代广场办公楼4
楼, 近柳林路 6) 虹桥路1438号高岛屋
百货5楼501室, 近玛瑙路
Wooridul International Spine
Hospital (Shanghai) 106 Shi Guang
Yi Cun, by Wujiaochang 市光一村
106号, 近五角场 (6117 9900, www.

wolide.com/en)
WorldPath Clinic International MonFri 9am-8pm, Sat-Sun 9am-4pm, 399
NanQuan Bei Lu 南泉北路399号 (2020
7888, www.worldpathclinic.com,

service@worldpathclinic.com)

Pregnancy Health Services
American-Sino OB/GYN Service
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm, Sat-Sun 9am
- 5pm 1)Inpatient: 14/F, Complex
Building Huashan Hospital, 12

Wulumuqi Zhong Lu, by Changle Lu
乌鲁木齐中路12号华山医院综合楼14
楼, 近长乐路 (6249 3246, 5288 7240)
2) Outpatient: 3/F, Block 6, Clove
Apartment, 800 Huashan Lu, by
Zhenning Lu 华山路800弄丁香公寓6
号裙楼3楼, 近镇宁路(6210 2299)
Parkway Health Medical Center

Services include family medicine,
birthing, paediatrics, infertility
treatment, ultrasound scanning and
24-hour in-patient & urgent care.
Mon-Sun 9am - 9pm, 2/F, 1376
Nanjing Xi Lu, by Xikang Lu 南京西路
1376号2楼 近西康路 (6385 9889, 24
hour hotline: 6445 5999)
Shanghai East International Medical
Center 551 Pudong Nan Lu 浦东南路
551号 (5879 9999, www.seimc.com.

cn)
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women and Infants Center;
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women's Hospital 8am-5pm, 24/7,
1209 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Donghu
Lu 淮海中路1209号, 近东湖路 (6196
3333, marketing@redleafhospital.

com, www.redleafhosptial.com)
Shanghai United Family Hospital
Mon-Sat 8:30am -5:30pm, 1139
Xianxia lu, by Qingxi Lu 仙霞路1139
号, 近青溪路 (2216 3900, 400 639
3900, www.ufh.com.cn)

VIP Maternity & GYN Center VIP 1315/F, 12 Wulumuqi Zhong Lu, by
Changle Lu 乌鲁木齐中路12号, 近长
乐路 (5288 9999, www.upmg.us)
WorldPath Clinic International MonFri 9am - 8pm, Sat-Sun 9am-4pm,
399 Nanquan Bei Lu 南泉北路399号
(2020 7888, www.worldpathclinic.
com, service@worldpathclinic.com)

Afterschool
Activities
New Horizons Since 2006, New
Horizons has helped thousands of
international students get into elite
American universities and boarding
schools with their professional test
prep courses (SAT, ACT, SSAT, SCAT)
and Language arts courses. No.480
Hongxu Lu 虹许路480号古北中心
(021-52280110) / No.372 Xingle Lu,
Huacao, Minhang 闵行区幸路372
号, 华漕中心(021- 52288552) / No.18
Huangyang Road, Pudong 黄杨路18
号浦东中心 (021-58341378)

ianxia Lu 古北路678号同诠大厦803
室 (021-52357398, info@concordmusic.com, www.concord-music.
com)

Travel
Classic Travel This full service

English-speaking travel agency
books very classic trips in China
and throughout Asia with a special
focus on southeast Asia getaways.
English-savvy, but you need to call to
get the real scoop as the website is
more idea oriented, rather than total
service. Monday-Friday, 9am-6pm. 2/
F, Block D, Art Forest 525 Fahuazhen
Lu, by Dingxi Lu 法华镇路525号创
意树林D单元2楼, 近定西路 (400 820
6113; luxury@classictravel.net.cn;
www.classictravel.net.cn)

massage & spa

Active Kidz Shanghai A not for

profit youth sports organization
offering recreational and competitive
sports’ programs for children 3- 15
years old in Pudong and Puxi. More
information on www.activekidz.org
The Little Gym Programs include
parent/child classes, gymnastics,
karate, dance and sports classes.
Suite J, 28/F, 588 Pudong Nan Lu,
Pu Fa Mansion 浦东南路88号浦发大
厦28楼J 室 (021 6859 6266, www.
thelittlegym.com.cn)
Craft’d Shanghai The new Craft'd
studio in Xuhui gives children the
opportunity to try out a different
craft activity each week in a safe
and secure environment. From
mosaic to paper mâché, appliqué
to ceramic painting there is sure
to be something for every child
to enjoy! RMB250 per class (1 1/2
hours, including snacks) or RMB2300
for a bundle of 10 classes. We also
run craft classes for adults in our
studio located at 1218 Fuxing Lu, by
Shaanxi Nan Lu metro 复兴路1218号
近陕西南路地铁站 (WeChat: craftd_
sh. www.craftd-shanghai.com)
Concord Music is a music school

which focuses on cultivating interest
in music with an international
teaching team. Our team consists
of world-class musicians who have
graduated from the world’s most
prestigious conservatories (Juilliard
School, Manhattan School of Music,
etc). Concord offers 1-on-1 lessons
and group classes for a wide variety
of instruments for children and adult
of all levels. Popular courses: Little
Notes Music Foundation Class, Little
Beethoven Ear Training Class, Ukulele
Group Class. Summer Music Camp
2017: weekly-themed music camps
will run from June 26 - Aug 18. For
more info, please contact us. Addre
ss: 678 Gubei Lu, Suite 803, near X

Dragonfly 1) 2/F, 559 Nanchang
Lu, by Shaanxi Nan Lu (5456 1318)
2) 206 Xinle Lu, by Fumin Lu (5403
9982) 3) L119, 1378 Huamu Lu, by
Fangdian Lu (2025 2308) 4) Villa 5,
3911 Hongmei Lu, by Yan’an Xi Lu
(6242 4328) 5) 193 Jiaozhou Lu, by
Xinzha Lu (5213 5778) 6) LG2-47
IFC, 8 Shiji Dadao, by Lujiazui Huan
Lu (6878 5008) 7) 616 Biyun Lu, by
Yunshan Lu (5835 2118) 8) SB1-05B,
B1 South Retail, Jingan Kerry Centre,
1218 Yan'an Zhong Lu, by Changde
Lu (6266 0018) 1)南昌路559号2楼, 近
陕西南路 2)新乐路206号,近富民路 3)
虹梅路3911号5号别墅,近延安西路 4)
胶州路193号,近新闸路 5) 世纪大道8
号国金中心LG2-47, 近陆家嘴环路 6)
碧云路616号, 近云山路 7) 延安中路
1218号静安嘉里中心商场南区地下一
楼SB1-05B (25号商铺), 近常德路
Yu Massage Step into a tranquil
dynastic setting when you cross the
threshold of this spa, adorned in
antique Chinese-style decorations.
Matching the decor, the services are
primarily Chinese, offering Chinese
massage, aroma oil massage and
foot massage. 1) 366 Wuyuan Lu, by
Wukang Lu (5403 9931) 11-1:30am
2) 199 Huangpi Bei Lu, by Renmin
Dadao 10am-1:30am (6315 2915)
www.yumassage.cn 3) 2/F, 218 Xinle
Lu, by Donghu Lu 4) 484 Xikang Lu,
by Kangding Lu (6266 9233) 1)五原路
366号,近武康路 2) 黄陂北路199号 近
威海路口 3) 新乐路218号 2楼, 近东湖
路 4) 西康路484号, 近康定路
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Advice Column

Advice from Dad
How do I prepare my child for
university life?
As spring is firmly upon us and summer
quickly approaches, so too does graduation
season. Graduations are always special, but
perhaps none are more significant than the
day your kids leave high school. It is not only a
time of transition from one academic phase to
another but it is regarded as the transition
from childhood to adulthood. With that being
said, it seems every year I am confronted with
this same question.
Parents are nervous and teens are excited,
however, I think that one emotion they both
share is uncertainty. Teenagers are unsure of
what to expect and parents worry about
whether they have done enough to adequately
prepare their children to enter the world by
themselves.
So, how do you prepare your child to enter the
world alone? I would say focus on the major
things first. This includes information such as
how to be safe in your new environment.
Knowing where the nearest police stations and
hospitals are in case of emergencies is very
useful information. Once you are sure they are
safe then you can move on to discussing
expectations.
University life is full of temptations so you
should be sure to address them directly. Make
it a point to discuss drinking and alcohol; you
want to be firm and honest while remaining
realistic. Stress the importance of balance and
time management. Let them know that you
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Perspective
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understand college is a time to have fun and
enjoy life but that they are also there to study
and get a degree. Additionally, do not be afraid
to have an honest conversation about sex and
how it is important to make good decisions
that will keep them safe and healthy. After that,
you can move on to the more mundane topics
such as preparing your own meals, doing
laundry, and maintaining a clean living space.
Your goal as a parent has been to raise an
independent, self-sufficient, responsible young
adult who is capable of managing their time by
balancing work and play. This is where it all
comes together.
Furthermore, when discussing the issue of
going away to university who better to talk to
than students themselves? Every year I have
students return to Shanghai with stories of
how they are adjusting to their new
environment and in my experience some of
the best advice about how to prepare for this
transition comes from the students
themselves. The most common theme among
them is how to adapt to the people in a new
environment. More often than not they are
moving to a less diverse and multicultural
environment compared to Shanghai, where
people do not share the same open-minded,
tolerant, and global perspective that they
encounter in their familiar, yet atypical,
international school setting. I have even had
the occasional student go as far as to say that

the international school setting may have
done a poor job in preparing them socially for
the outside world because it is too friendly,
accommodating and tolerant. They find small
town mindsets baffling and find it difficult to
comprehend how people can hate one another
for superficial differences. I mention this
example because no matter what you do, there
will be circumstances that you are unable to
plan for.
So in summation, there is no surefire way to
prepare children for what they are about to
experience. You have to trust that what you
have done so far in all of your years of
parenting leading up to this point have been
sufficient to prepare your child for university
and the real world beyond that. Ultimately
when it comes down to it, I am not sure if there
is a blueprint for exactly what to tell them.
How do you prepare another human being to
live his or her life? The only advice you can
really offer is to be careful and do your best to
make wise decisions, because ultimately that is
what it boils down to.
Leonard Stanley was born and raised in Washington DC,
and has lived in Shanghai since 2009 with his wife and
two young children Kyle (12) and Christopher (8). Leonard
teaches Theory of Knowledge as well as Language &
Literature at the Western International School of Shanghai.
Do you have a question for Leonard? Email
urbanfamily@urbanatomy.com for your question to be
answered in the next issue.

